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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
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All optical signal processing is the key for future optical communications. It provides 
solutions to overcome the bottlenecks created by conventional electrical circuits, 
which are expensive and hard to realize for operations above tens of gigahertz. 
Examples of desired all-optical processing functions include: optica丨 pulse 
generation, all-optical clock recovery and clock synchronization, wavelength 
conversion and signal regeneration, optical multicasting, and optical time division 
multiplexing and demultiplexing. 
Fast non-linear elements are crucial in realizing all-optical signal processing 
functions. The semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) based devices are particularly 
good candidates because of their excellent and fast nonlinear properties. They are 
also compact, thermally and mechanically stable, and have a large optical bandwidth. 
In particular, an integrated SOA based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) is 
one of the most versatile and flexible devices. Based on the combined effects of cross 
phase modulation (XPM) and interference, a SOA-MZI presents a high degree of 
response to non-linear interactions. 
In this thesis, new methods of using the SOA-MZI as different all-optical 
signal processing elements are presented through various experimental 
demonstrations. The principle of self-starting photonic clock utilizing SOA-MZI 
with a delayed feedback loop is discussed and demonstrated. All-optical clock 
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extraction from incoming data and all-optical external clock synchronization that are 
based on external injection to the self-starting photonic clock have been realized. 
Optimization of the standard mode all optical wavelength conversion with SOA-MZI 
using an external holding beam will be studied. Finally, new approaches to achieve 
optical time division demultiplexing (OTDD), all-optical serial-to-parallel 
conversion, and optical multicasting using SOA-MZI and a switching-wavelength 
pulse source are reported. 
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NEW METHODS IN ALL-OPTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 
WITH SEMICONDUCTOR OPTICAL AMPLIFIER BASED 
MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In a communication system, information is transferred from one place to another. 
The distance between places can be a few hundred meters or a transoceanic distance. 
Lights are used as the carriers of information in an optical communication system. 
This carrier, which is in the visible or near-infrared region, has a high carrier 
frequency of -lOOTHz. 
The use of light in the evolution of communication dates back to ancient 
time. Our ancestors have used fire and smoke signal to get across a single piece of 
information such as the invasion of enemies. In the late eighteenth century, light has 
been used to transmit mechanically coded messages across a hundred kilometers by 
using manually operated intermediate relay stations (acting as regenerators and 
repeaters). Such technology has the bit rate of less than 1 bit per second. 
The early nineteenth century marks the beginning of the era of electrical 
communication. The use of light has been replaced by electricity. From telegraph and 
Morse code to the invention of telephone. The transmission rate has increased from 
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-10 Hz to ~ 20 kHz. The dominating technology has been analog electrical system 
for more than a century. 
With the advancing development in theories and designs of electrical 
communication system in the early twentieth century, coaxial cable was put into 
service to deliver a 3MHz system. Microwave has been introduced at a carrier 
frequency in GHz range. The capacity of communication system has evolved to a 
few hundreds of megabits per second; however, transmission distances are limited to 
about 1 kilometer [1]. 
Finally, in the second half of twentieth century, the role of light in 
communication systems has finally come back. The use of high carrier frequency 
(-lOOTHz) is achieved. With the development of lasers and low loss single mode 
optical fibers, system capacity has increased several orders of magnitude in terms of 
bit rate-distance product [1]. A 2.5 Gb/s transmission over 100km has become 
commercially available in the early nineties. In the late nineties, the maturity of 
erbium-doped fiber amplifier has made system running at lOGb/s available for 
transoceanic communications [2]. 
In the twenty-first century, there is a rapid growth in broadband multimedia 
services in the Internet [3]. In order to fulfill the ever-increasing demand of 
bandwidth from the Internet’ the virtually unlimited capacity potential (up to tera-bit 
per second) of a single mode fiber (SMF) must be exploited. 
In future high speed optical networks, transmission capacities are expanded 
by time division multiplexing (TDM) technology to increase the bit rate per 
wavelength channel; and by wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) or dense 
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wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technologies to increase the number of 
wavelength channels in a single fiber [4]. 
A transmission system with high bit rate per channel is the solution to the 
future high bit rate optical communication system [5] [6]. Line rates at 40 Gb/s and 
above are being tested [7]; however, electronic circuits are creating a bottleneck on 
the operation. Electrical signal processing at speed higher than 20GHz is expensive, 
is hard to realize, and is not very reliable. It is a significant problem to the progress 
of high-speed telecommunication [8]. Researches on all-optical signal processing are 
targeting on overcoming this problem. Conventionally, signal processing task such as 
clock recovery, regeneration, demultiplexing and routing are being performed 
electronically [9]. Future networks with a single channel bit rate of lOOGb/s or more 
will require all-optical signal processing. All-optical signal processing provides a 
potentially high speed and relatively inexpensive method for future communication 
networks. Thus, all-optical signal processing can resemble advances in electrical 
processing in the beginning of nineteenth century and has the potential to take the 
telecommunication industry into a new era. 
In the next section, we will review examples of some desired all-optical 
signal processing functions. 
1.1 Different All-Optical Signal Processing Functions 
1.1.1 Periodic optical signal generation 
In order to achieve high bit rate per channel, the ability to realize periodic optical 
sources at repetition rate of 5GHz or higher is essential [10]. Potential technology 
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candidates include gain-switching of di stri bu ted-feedbac k laser diodes (DFB) [111, 
harmonic mode-locking of fiber ring lasers [12][131, and gating of continuous wave 
(cw) lights with an electro-absorption modulator (EAM) [ 14][15]. Technologies 
mentioned usually require high frequency electrical local oscillators or frequency 
multiplexing from lower frequency sources. However, such high frequency 
oscillators are expensive; and reliable frequency multiplexing may not be easy to 
handle. In addition, impedance matching between the RP source and the electro-
optical device is a non-trivial problem. In consequence, a self-oscillating optical 
source is required. Examples of such source are self-pulsating multi-electrode DFB 
laser [16][17] and electro-optical oscillator (OEO) [18]. Furthermore, this optical 
source should be wavelength tunable and be able to synchronize with an external 
reference clock. 
7.7.2 Optical clock recovery and clock synchronization 
Timing information being able to be extracted or synchronize from the 
incoming optical/clock signals is one of the key functions for constructing high-
speed optical transmission system and high speed all-optical digital circuits [19]. A 
clock reference is needed for all transmission equipments such as repeaters and 
demultiplexers, and for synchronized optical computing [19]. Currently, electrical 
timing extraction circuits are used in most deployed systems[10]. However, there is a 
speed and complexity limitation on electrical circuits. In addition, extracted clocks 
have to be always converted back to optical form through electro-optical 
conversions. 
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In order to realize higher operation rate and minimize unnecessary 
conversion, all-optical signal processing approaches have been studied. Examples of 
demonstrated all-optical clock recovery scheme are: injection locking a self-pulsating 
optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) [18][21], injection locking a two section DFB laser 
[17], and gain modulation of SOA in a mode-locked ring laser [19]. 
1.1.3 Wavelength conversion and signal regeneration 
A wavelength converter converts the optical carrier of a data channel from 
one wavelength to another. In future optical network, wavelength converter is 
expected to become a key component. It is the solution for reducing wavelength 
blocking at the wavelength cross connect node of the future WDM/DWDM optical 
network[22][23]. It increases the flexibility and the capacity of the network for a 
fixed set of wavelengths. Several techniques have been proposed to achieve 
wavelength conversion. A straightforward solution is an electro-optic converter, 
where a detector is followed by a laser for retransmitting the incoming signal onto a 
new wavelength; however, it is expensive and complex to realize, and has speed 
limitation imposed by electrical circuits[22]. Alternatively, all-optical approaches are 
possible. Conversion utilizing XPM [24], XGM [25], and FWM [26] in SOA’s, XPM 
[27] and FWM [28] in fibers, and birefringence switching [29] are some 
demonstrated examples. In addition, wavelength conversion accompanies with 2R 
(re-amplify and re-shape) or 3R (re-amplify, re-shape and re-timing) regeneration is 
desirable for the future high-speed all-optical process. 
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1.1.4 Optical multicasting 
In future optical networks, broadcasting/multicasting of information to 
different users is going to be one of the important applications [30][31][32][33]. 
Clients with pre-assigned wavelength will obtain pre-assigned services [34]. The 
one-to-N or N-to-N distribution of information can be done optically with an all-
optical multicasting scheme. All-optical WDM techniques, based on cross-absoiption 
modulation (XAM) in an electro-absorption modulator (EAM) [31] and XPM in a 
SOA before a delay-interferometer [35], have been used to realize such multicasting 
functionality. 
1J.5 All-optical time division multiplexing and demultiplexing 
Time division multiplexing (TDM) and time division demultiplexing (TDD) 
are key functions required by very high-speed optical transmission systems. In TDM, 
signals from many channels are multiplexed, in the time-domain, into higher speed 
signals. Each slow speed signal is assigned to a specific time slot of the higher speed 
signal. On the other hand, in TDD, the reversal is performed. The operation speed of 
the current TDM/TDD scheme, based on electronics, is limited to about lOGb/s. 
Electronic circuits with speed at 40Gb/s or higher are possible; but they are 
expensive and not easy to realize [38][39]. 
In order to overcome such speed limitations, all-optical TDM and TDD 
techniques are promising solutions. For optical time division multiplexing (OTDM), 
a compact planar light wave circuit, with optical coupler and delay line waveguides 
all formed on silicon substrate, has been fabricated [10]. Also, fiber based devices 
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are often used in research studies [19]. For optical time division demultiplexing 
(OTDD), a lot more researches are underway comparing to OTDM. OTDD utilizing 
ultra-fast optical nonlinear switching technologies, such as XPM switch [401[41 ]. 
FWM switch [42][43] and NOLM switch [44][45j, are under intense research efforts. 
In addition, OTDD with OTDM to WDM signal conversion feature is desirable for 
system in which OTDM and WDM technologies coexist [19]. 
1.2 SOA-MZI as the Prime Candidate 
A fast non-linear element is necessary to realize such functions mentioned in the 
previous section. The semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) based devices are 
particularly good candidates [36]. Their nonlinear properties are excellent and fast. 
They are also compact, of low power consumption during operation, thermally and 
mechanically stable, and have a large optical bandwidth. In particular, an integrated 
SOA based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) is one of the most versatile 
and flexible devices [36][37]. It can induce interaction between signals or on the 
signal itself via a reasonably moderate input optical power. SOA-MZI extracts 
amplitude modulated signal, through interference, that is resulted from cross-phase-
modulation (XPM). XPM relies on the optically controlled refractive index change in 
the SOA through alteration of carrier density. SOA-MZI，s present a high degree of 
response to non-linear interactions. Thus, their very functional and flexible structures 
enable the re-distribution of noise, and the regeneration of signals. 
In this thesis, we are demonstrating some new methods of using the SOA-
MZI as an all-optical signal processor such that the functionality of this structure can 
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be expanded. We will demonstrate the realization of a self-starting photonic clock, 
all-optical clock recovery and clock synchronization, optimized all-optical 
wavelength conversion using an external holding beam, new ways to achieve all-
optical multicasting and optical time division demultiplexing using SOA-MZI. 
1.3 Overview of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the principle 
of the standard mode operation of a SOA-MZI. Important characteristics of the 
device will be given. Other published means of operation and applications will be 
given a brief review. 
In Chapter 3, we demonstrate the application of a SOA-MZI as a self-starting 
periodic photonic clock device. This photonic clock requires only DC biasing and 
will start generating periodic optical pulses by itself through cross phase modulation. 
The working principle of the periodic optical signal generator will be presented. A 
clock signal working at the fundamental rate will be demonstrated. The possibility of 
obtaining a fundamental clock rate at tens of gigahertz through monolithic 
integration will be discussed. Clock rate much higher than the fundamental rate is 
shown to be achievable by employing a multi-loop configuration. Results in both 
temporal and frequency domains will be examined. The generation of a near 
gigahertz clock signal will be presented. High bit rate pulses generated from self-
starting SOA ring will be introduced. 
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate possible applications of the self-starting 
photonic clock derived from Chapter 3. All-optical clock recovery through injection 
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of incoming data signal will be presented. We obtained recovered clock from a 
pseudorandom data stream at a rate up to 2.5 Gb/s. 
In Chapter 5, we discuss the pattern effect on the performance of a SOA-MZI 
operating as a standard-mode wavelength converter. There is pattern effect at lOGb/s 
operation. The problem is due to finite carrier recovery time of the SOA. We will use 
a holding beam to speed up the carrier recovery time in order to reduce the pattern 
effect. Further examination shows the effectiveness of holding beam at different 
wavelengths. 
In Chapter 6, a 1 to 4 channels multicasting scheme is demonstrated. This 
multicasting scheme consists of a SOA-MZI and a switching wavelength pulse 
source. A 2.5 Gb/s NRZ optical data is multicast into four 2.5Gb/s RZ channels 
operating at different wavelengths. The resulted four channels are bit-eiTor-rate 
(BER) tested. Their corresponding BER sensitivities are compared with the back-to-
back case. 
In Chapter 7，we demonstrate the use of the scheme presented in Chapter [6] 
as an optical time division demultiplexer (OTDD). A 10 Gb/s TDM signal is 
demultiplexed into four individual channels that are of different wavelengths. The 
resulted channels are not degraded by the demultiplexing exercise. Other possible 
application of this demultiplexing scheme is to act as a serial-to-parallel converter, 
allowing high data rate signal to be processed by lower speed electronics. 
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions that have been made towards 
my Master of Philosophy study. Suggestions on future works will be discussed in 
this chapter. 
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2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR 
OPTICAL AMPLIFIER BASED MACH-ZEHNDER 
INTERFEROMETER 
All-optical signal processing utilizes interaction between photons. Semiconductor 
optical amplifier (SOA) is used due to its high nonlinear refractive index and 
compact in size. In SOA, the three common nonlinear effects that are used for 
interactions between lights are cross-phase modulation (XPM), cross-gain 
modulation (XGM) and four-waves mixing (FWM). Among them, XPM is the most 
efficient one to make use of. XPM is very power efficient when comparing to XGM 
scheme, i.e. less power is needed for significant changes. Also, its conversion 
efficiency (defined by the ratio between the power of the desired output signal and 
the power of the input signal) is much better than FWM. In order to utilize XPM, 
interferometric structure is usually required. Here, we will discuss the principle and 
characteristics of a semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer (SOA-MZI). 
2.1 Semiconductor Optical Amplifier Based Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometer 
Figure 2-1 shows the schematic of a SOA-MZI. The working principle of a SOA-
MZI is as follows: a continuous wave (cw) light is coupled into the MZI and split 
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equally to the two interferometer arms. The split lights will combine at ihe output of 
the MZI. The combination can either be constructive or destructive interference 
depending on the relative phase difference between the split lights. A SOA is 
integrated at each of the interferometer aims. The biasing current and the optical 
power level at the SOA controls the phase at each arm. A control signal is directed to 
one arm of the MZI. This signal depletes the carrier density of the SOA and 
modulates its refractive index. As a consequence, the phase of the interferometer arm 
is modulated i.e. XPM, and the phase difference between split light varies according 
to the input signal. The interferometric structure translates the resulted XPM to 
amplitude modulation. In principle, only one SOA is needed, the other SOA provide 
gain to compensate any loss. The operation described is referring to as wavelength 
conversion; and it is also know as the standard mode wavelength conversion in SOA-
MZI [1]. 
入sig 
^ r L T T T . 
入 c w ~ • — • n n r 
X c w 
Figure 2-1 Schematic of a semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
(SOA-MZI) 
2.1.1 Characteristics of SOA-MZI 
The basic characteristic of the SOA-MZI is studied by measuring the static 
performance as shown in Figure 2-2(a). The output power at 1549 nm versus the 
input power shows the interferometric behavior. A change in the input power of 4 dB 
has lead to 8 dB changes in output power. Figure 2-2(b) and Figure 2-2(c) illustrate 
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the changes in carrier density and phase, respectively, as the function of input signal 
power. The phase change of TU is reported to require only a 4 dB changes in input 
power [2]. Thus, the conversion scheme is very power efficient. 
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Figure 2-2 (a) Static characteristics: converted wavelength = 1547 nm; input wavelength = 
1557 nm; obtained from using a Alcatel 1901 ICM wavelength converter with all SOA's biased at 50 
mA; (b) Illustration of carrier density of modulated SOA Vs input signal power [2]; (c) Illustration of 
phase modulated SOA Vs input signal power [2] 
The XPM scheme has a feature that the converted signal can either be 
inverted or non-inverted comparing with the input signal. Normally non-inverted 
conversion is more favorable to use. The signal to noise ratio of the converted signal 
is affected by the spontaneous emission of the SOA, but the use of high power probe 
improves the signal to noise performance. Adjusting the biasing currents of the 
device can optimize the conversion performance. However, this characteristic has 
placed a restriction to the dynamic range of the input signal and often made an 
additional effort in controlling the input power. One drawback of standard mode 
wavelength conversion with SOA-MZI is the speed limitation due to the carrier 
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recovery time, which is in the range of hundreds picoseconds. However, the 
limitation can be over come by using differential input, where a delayed version of 
the control signal is directed to the other interferometer arm, that will help to reset 
the phase different and speed up the response of the device; or by a holding beam 
method that will be discussed in this thesis 
The use of SOA-MZI is not limited to wavelength conversion. It can also be 
used in many other ways. In the next section, we will review examples of other 
reported applications of SOA-MZI. 
2.2 Review on Different Reported Applications of SOA-MZI 
This section reviews some examples of reported applications of SOA-MZI. 
2.2.1 Format converter 
J U U J I I U I L E 
I JI2 1 I P u l « o \ConXro} 
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n f ) n I—»ntj—ic"""" 
J l i i l i i - I T l h 
(b) 
Figure 2-3 (a) Schematic for RZ-to-NRZ conversion utilizing duplication of input pulses; (b) 
Schematic for NRZ-to-RZ conversion using RS pulses as the probe signal [3] 
The scheme is capable of doing conversion between return-to-zero (RZ) and 
non-retum-to-zero (NRZ) data formats [3]. In RZ-to-NRZ conversion (Figure 
2-3(a)), the scheme utilizes pulse duplication that reduces ripples caused by carrier 
recovery of the semiconductor optical amplifier. The duplicator is realized by using 
multi-stages delayed interferometer. It is shown that ripples resulted from conversion 
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can be reduced by increasing the number of pulse duplications. In NRZ-to-RZ 
conversion (Figure 2-3), a stream of NRZ data is mapped to a RZ clock pulse stream 
through the SOA-MZI. This scheme can achieve negative power penally at a 2.5Gb/s 
operation [3]. 
2.2.2 Mode-locked fiber ring laser 
nop I5DFA  
PC ] MUX 10 QHx OOP y |10:40 OHz| I optical drlvor 
S S M F 1 (op i lona l ) S S M F 2 
— ( O ) ( O  
iGi “ 
I** • isolator "'ter 
I ^ 
Figure 2 -4 Schematic of a SOA-MZI based fiber ring laser PC: polarization control; SSMF: 
standard single mode fiber [4]. 
A mode-locked fiber ring laser based on an optically controlled modulator is 
reviewed [4]. The fiber ring laser is working at 40 GHz. The modulator is a SOA-
MZI with differential control ports (Figure 2-4). The optical control signal is derived 
from optical time division multiplexing of four lOGHz gain-switched DFB pulses. 
The fiber ring generates nearly transform limited Gaussian pulses of 2.5ps pulse 
width with a repetition rate of 40 GHz. The feature of this scheme is the use of 10 
GHz electrical circuits, together with the use of optical multiplexing, to generate 40 
GHz quality pulses. 
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2.2.3 OTDM ADD/DROP Multiplexer 
40 Gb/s signal 
3x30 Gb/s signal 10 Gb/s Drop 
10 GHz pulses N A A A A \3xlOGHz pulses 
(for Drop) V V V V 、 \ 
40 Gb/s signal (delayed) Add port 
Figure 2-5 Schematic for MZI add/drop multiplexer [5] 
The SOA-MZl is used as a 40Gb/s optical time division multiplexing 
add/drop multiplexer [5]. The role of SOA-MZl is used as an ultra fast modulator. It 
has a different input port such that the 40Gb/s OTDM signal can be injected 
differentially into the two control arms of the interferometer. By having one of the 
differential inputs as a time delayed version of the original signal, necessary phase 
shift is induced to the SOA. This enables a very high switching speed beyond the 
carrier recovery time response. The switching window is defined by the delay time. 
The add/drop is then determined by using different probe pulse stream with the right 
timing alignment. Successful drop and clear can be obtained from the scheme as 
shown in Figure 2-5. 
2.2.4 Optical Switch 
令 
off on 
^PortB , 1 f t 
[_1 LJ L 一 Port A 1 • 
Figure 2-6 All-optical switch using SOA-MZl 
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The SOA-MZI can also be used as an optical switch as shown in Figure 2-6. 
The control signal design whether the output signal should go to port A or port. The 
duration of the control signal determines the switching time. The SOA's are biased 
equally and the signal will output at port A, due to constructive interference, when 
the control is off. During the time the control on, the phase of the upper arm has 
changed. This phase change leads to a destructive interference for port A. Therefore 
the signal is switched to port B. However, due to the split signal are no longer the 
same, due to difference SOA gain, some power will still leak to port A during the 
"on" state. Therefore, the extinction ratios of the output for the two ports are 
different. In, order solve the differences in extinction, the SOA's can be biased 
unequally to do the compensation. By using unequal SOA biasing, the extinction 
ratio of the two ports can be made equal, in the expense of port B having some 
degradation [6]. 
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3 SELF-STARTING ALL-OPTICAL PHOTONIC 
CLOCK 
In this chapter, we introduce the use of the semiconductor optical amplifier based 
Mach Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) to generate periodic optical signals. A 
novel self-starting all-optical photonic clock device is proposed here. The device 
generates photonic clock signals passively by utilizing cross phase modulation in a 
dc biased semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
(SOA-MZI) with optical feedback loop(s) and a continuous-wave (cw) laser source. 
The feedback loop length determines the fundamental clock rate of the device. 
Furthermore, clock rate at frequency higher than the loop fundamental rate can be 
obtained by employing multi-loop configuration. Passively generated clock signal 
with near gigahertz frequency is demonstrated. 
3.1 Introduction 
Periodic optical signals are important for many applications in communication 
systems and in high-speed optical signal processing [1]. They can be used in system 
synchronization in which periodic optical signal as the timing information is 
extracted from incoming signals [2], in optical signal processing for optical 
computing [3], in photonic RF system as a carrier [4], and in video signal 
transmission using optical square wave frequency modulation (SWFM) [5], To date, 
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most systems contain an oscillator for generating the periodic output signal that will 
then be modulated with information to be transmitted. 
Different techniques have been used to realize periodic optical signals. 
Periodic signals are usually generated actively by modulating a laser diode or an 
external electro-optic modulator using an electrical oscillator. Unfortunately, these 
oscillators are expensive, low frequency, and in electrical domain. Hence, extra 
electrical-to-optical (EO) or optical-to-electrical (OE) conversion is needed in 
processing. Alternatively, they can also be generated passively by utilizing self-
pulsation of an electro-optic modulator with a delayed feedback loop [2][4][6], 
polarization switching of a diode laser [7], and directional switching of a laser array 
in a folded external cavity [3]. 
The mentioned methods have some limitation. In direct modulation, an 
external voltage control oscillator (VCO) is needed; however, high speed VCO is 
expensive and reliable frequency multiplexing may not be easy to handle. For self-
pulsation of an electro-optic modulator, the speed is limited by the 0 /E conversion 
element and a RF filter at high frequency with narrow enough pass band is difficult 
to obtain. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate the principle of generating periodic optical 
signals from a self-starting AOPC. The device consists of a continuous-wave (cw) 
laser as a power source, a SOA-MZI, and optical-fiber delay line(s) to form a closed-
loop feedback configuration. The feedback configuration converts cw laser light into 
optical pulses with a fundamental clock rate depending on the delayed feedback loop 
length. A multi-loop configuration is also proposed to obtain clock signals with a 
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much higher rate than the fundamental rate. Possible applications of the photonic 
clock include all-optical clock synchronization and clock extraction from incoming 
signals. The concept of this oscillator is similar to those described in [4][6]. 
However, the feedback mechanism used in our novel technique is an all-optical 
process and does not require any OE and/or EO conversion. 
3.2 Principle of Photonic Clock Generation 
The self-starting APOC arises as the result of the nonlinear transmission 
characteristic of a properly biased SOA-MZI. The nonlinear transmission 
characteristic is similar to that of an optical logic inverter, as shown in Figure 3-1. A 
high level optical output results when the input is at an optical low level; and a low 
level optical output results when the input is at an optical high level. 
p p 
S Fout 
——^  r—^ o • cu • 
Low I 丨 
Low Mi 
Pin 
Figure 3-1 Illustration of an ideal logic inverter 
Figure 3-2 shows our proposed self-starting photonic clock device. The Mach 
Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is biased with a dc level such that the split cw laser 
light will interfere constructively, i.e. an "optical high", at the MZI output whenever 
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there is an "optical low" at Pin； and destructively, i.e. an "optical low”，whenever 
there is an "optical high" at P“i. 
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SOA-MZI Pout 
Figure 3-2 Schematic illustration of the self-starting photonic clock device. 
Starting with an open loop. Pin is initially at "optical low” and, therefore, Poui 
is at "optical high". When this "optical high" is fed back to Pi„ via the feedback loop, 
the refractive index in the upper arm of MZI changes through cross phase modulation 
(XPM) and results in destructive interference, i.e. an "optical low", at the MZI 
output. The resulted "optical low" will then reset the MZI as it propagates back to Pin 
and results in self-oscillation. The period of the oscillation is related to the finite time 
X introduced by the feedback delay loop. Oscillators utilizing feedback mechanism 
based on optical-electrical conversion have been reported [4][6][8]-[12]. The 
feedback mechanism used in our novel technique is attractive as it, being all-optical 
process, eliminates any extra EO and/or OE conversion process. 
3.3 Basic Configuration 
The experimental setup of the basic configuration is shown in Figure 3-3. A cw 
source from a DFB laser at 1549nm is directed to an Alcatel 1901 ICM standard lOG 
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SOA-MZI wavelength converter through a polarization controller (PCI) and an 
isolator. 90% of the output is fed back to the upper arm of the device through a 
length of fiber, an isolator and a polarization controller (PC2); and 10% of the output 
power is coupled out and amplified for characterization and further applications. The 
cw source used here can be of any desired wavelength, which provides high 
operation flexibility to the circuitry. The isolator ensures unidirectional oscillation 
within the feedback loop. The input power at Ppump and fed back power at Pi„ 
measured during open loop are 2 dBm and 0 dBm respectively. The current II，12’ 13， 
14’ 15 and 16 of the wavelength converter are 50, 50, 115’ 50, 50, and 50 mA, 
respectively 
/ P'N 
PCI W ' ' ' • K Y — — J Scope & j 
6 " j r I Trigger ！ 
y ‘ lIDSli^ \ 90:10 
p / SOA-MZI Pout 
i pump 
Figure 3-3 Experimental setup of the basic configuration of the self-starling phoionic clock 
device. 
3.3.1 Basic results 
The result is an optical clock signal with a repetition rate of 8.60 MHz and is 
shown in Figure 3-4(a). It is the fundamental rate (fo) of the clock, which 
corresponds to a delay time x of 58.2 ns or a feedback loop of 12 m. The rise time 
and fall time is measured to be 300 ps and 120 ps, respectively. Using a higher bias 
current to drive the SOA at the upper arm and/or adopting a stronger optical 
feedback signal can optimize the rise/fall time. However, in both ways, the resulted 
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output may experience severe over-shoot at the rising edge. The measured extinction 
ratio is above 16 dB. 
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Figure 3-4 Clock signals generated from the basic configuration, (a) Clock at f �= 8 . 6 MHz 
(feedback loop ~ 12 m); (b) Clock at 3 f。： 26.1 MHz; (c) Clock at 7 f。； 60.5 MHz; (d) Clock at fo 
=11.6 MHz (feedback loop ~ 8.7 m) 
It is to note that the fundamental rate (fo) is not the only solution to the 
feedback system. Instead, all odd harmonics of the fundamental rate are also 
solutions. It is explained in Figure 3-5. All solutions of photonic clock must satisfy 
the feedback characteristic as state by the Equation 3-1: 
fQ) = - f ( t - T ) Equation 3-1 
where f{t) is a function of time, t, and x is a constant related to the single-pass delay 
time defined by the feedback loop. The output of the clock can be represented by: 
yiO = f { t ) + C Equation 3-2 
where C is the bias offset. Figure 3-5 clearly shows that only odd harmonic can 
satisfy the condition given by Equation 3-1; and even harmonic cannot satisfy the 
requirement. 
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Figure 3-5 Condition for solutions to the feedback system 
Provided with proper feedback conditions, including an appropriate state of 
polarization and/or a proper frequency selective element, clock rates at odd 
harmonics of fo can be obtained [13]. Figure 3-4 (b) and (c) show clocks generated at 
the 3rd and the 7th harmonics of the fundamental rate when the polarization 
controllers and the biasing currents of SOA's are properly adjusted. 
A higher fundamental clock rate (fo) can easily be achieved by simply using a 
shorter feedback loop in the basic configuration. Figure 3-4 shows a clock rate at 
11.6 MHz. It corresponds to a delay time x of 43 ns or a feedback loop length of 8.7 
m. There is also a potential to achieve a fundamental rate up to tens of GHz by 
monolithic integration of the feedback delay line. A banding radius of 0.5 mm is 
achievable on InGaAsP, a material commonly used to build SOA, as presented in 
[14]； therefore, a basic configuration with fundament frequency higher than 10 GHz 
is possible to realize. Alternatively, a multi-loop configuration, which will also be 
discussed in other chapter of this thesis, can also provide a fundamental rate much 
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higher than the basic single-loop configuration. Nevertheless, the clock rate is also 
limited by the frequency response of SOA，s. 
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Figure 3-6 (a) Clock signal generated at 11.58MHz; (b) RF spectrum of (a) with 5MHz/div; 
(c) RF spectrum of (a) with 20MHz/div; (d) RF spectrum of (a) with lOOMHz/div. 
Figure 3-6 (b) - (d) shows the RF spectrum of a clock generated at 11.58 
MHz (Figure 3-6(a)). Since the generated clock as a square waveform, all odd 
harmonics are strongly present. However, we can also find the presence of some 
even harmonic with relatively weak power content. The existence of these weak even 
harmonics indicates waveform distortion of the output clock, which is coniribuled by 
the imperfect inverter transfer characteristic and the limited rise/fall time. 
3.3.2 Effects of state of polarization 
It is observed that adjusting either PCI or PC2 will affect the clock generated. 
This is the result of the transmission characteristic. Pout Vs Pi„, of the Alcatel SOA-
MZI being polarization dependent. The output of the SOA-MZI depends on the state 
of polarization (SOP) of light waves at both Ppump and Pin. The SOP of light at Ppump 
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affects the way the spilt lights are interfered at the combined point, i.e. The SOP 
of light at Pin affects the effective gain at the SOA and power absorption at the 
waveguide leading to the SOA at the upper arm of interferometer. As the result, the 
refractive index change due to gain saturation introduced by the light from Pi„ varies 
for the same optical power but different SOP at Pin. 
/ P i n m 
PCI W r ^ H ； ; ^ 
.......[—,1… 
p / SOA-MZI Pout ^>sci"oscope & 
pump Polarization Analyzer | 
_一一一..... J 
Figure 3-7 Experimental setup lor studying the effect of state of polarization (SOP) at 1)丨丨，on 
Pqi". 
soPofPin R ^ F ^ 
(a) (b) 
U P — p a s a p r a 
Lower trace: Pjjj ，二！!：!^^^ ;^:^!^。：一， —^ — » 
—— —.-••_ ‘ —— —4-—— 1——-— 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 3-8 (a) & (b) Two different input SOP's represented in Poincare spheres; (c) Input and 
output traces corresponding to input SOP of (a); (d) Input and output traces corresponding lo input 
SOP off/?). 
Figure 3-7 shows the experimental setup used to study the effect of SOP at Pin 
on Pout. A cw source from a DFB laser at 1550nm is modulated by a IGHz sine 
function. The modulated signal is directed to the Pin of the SOA-MZI through a 
polarization controller (PC2). Another cw source at 1550nm from a DFB laser is 
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directed to Ppump via a polarization controller (PCI). The power at Ppump and 卩⑴ are 
2dBm and OdBm respectively. PCI is adjusted such that maximum output power is 
obtained at Pom. PC2 controls the SOP at Pin. An oscilloscope is used to monitor ihe 
input and output signal. The input signal SOP is monitored with a polarization 
analyzer. 
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Figure 3-9 Different outputs as the result of adjusting PC2: (a) Waveform ol" ihe opiiiiiized 
output; (b) RF spectrum of the optimized output; (c) Waveform of the collapsed ouipui; (d) RF 
spectrum of the collapsed output. 
Poincare spheres shown in Figure 3-8 (a) and (b) indicate the two different 
SOP at Pin. For the same modulated signals directed into to Pin (lower traces of 
Figure 3-8 (c) and (d)), the output signal obtained at Pout is very different for two 
different input SOP's. The modulation depths of the two output signals are different 
and shown in the upper traces of Figure 3-8 (c) and (d). Since the output of the SOA-
MZl is affected by the input SOP, adjusting the polarization controller in the 
feedback configuration can change the feedback condition. As shown Figure 3-4, 
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higher harmonics of the fundamental rate can be obtained by setting the proper 
feedback condition by adjusting the polarization controller. 
For the same reason, the generated clock can be made collapsed when the 
polarization controllers are adjusted to certain positions. Figure 3-9 shows an 
optimized output and a collapsed output, together with their corresponding frequency 
spectra. The collapsed output in Figure 3-9(c) contains features corresponding lo the 
transition positions of the optimized output in Figure 3-9(a). The two RF spectra. 
Figure 3-9 (b) and (d) show the same frequency spacing; however, the positions of 
the dominating components have shifted. 
3.3.3 Effects of an isolator within the feedback loop 
Figure 3-10 shows the generated clocks with and without using an isolator in 
the feedback loop. The presence of an isolator ensured that the light leaking out 
from the Pin port would not be re-directed to the Pout port of the MZI. It ensures light 
will travel in unidirectional manner. With the isolator, a more stable output with 
reduced noise results. Furthermore, it is also observed that the output collapses more 
readily during the application of disturbances in a circuit without an isolator. 
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Figure 3-10 (a) Clock generated with an isolator in the feedback loop; (b) clock generated 
without an isolator in the feedback loop. 
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3.3.4 Phase noise characteristics 
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Figure 3-11 (a) Clock generated at 1.7 MHz; (b) RF spectrum (c) single-side-band (SSB) phase 
noise spectrum. 
The timing jitter of the clock signal produced is investigated using the 
standard frequency domain measurement technique [15]. The generated clock signal 
is directed to a RF spectrum analyzer for detection of single-side-band (SSB) noise 
spectrum. Figure 3-11 shows the clock generated at 1.7 MHz, its RF spectrum and 
the corresponding SSB noise spectrum. Figure 3-11 (c) shows a phase noise of -98 
dBc/Hz and -74 dBc/Hz at lOOkHz and lOkHz from the carrier respectively. 
Alternatively, the root-mean-square (rms) phase noise the frequency range from 100 
Hz to 10 MHz is evaluated by integrating the SSB noise spectrum from 100 Hz to 10 
MHZ. The calculated rms phase noise is about 0.0636 rad and is equivalent to about 
0.1% of a clock cycle. The phase noise performance of the clock can be improved by 
employing longer feedback loop [10]. Sine longer feedback loop allows more energy 
to be stored within the cavity which will enhance the over all phase noise 
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performance. However, there is a trade off here. Longer feedback loop generate 
clock with lower fundamental rate; and it is more likely to be affected by 
environmental factors such as changes in feedback loop length due to temperature 
variation and unstable SOP due to vibration. 
3.4 Multi-Loop Configuration 
PCI — 
—I 
p / SOA-MZI , 
1明） A I PC3 I 丨 丨 _ 兰 ： ^ 
W ，<>.•« - I ~ \ —I——---1 
P 0.3 T \ —I 1 
°o 1 ——I 
O 0.4 O.B 1.2 
Pin (a.u.) 
Figure 3-12 Experimental setup for the multi-loop configuration 
In order to achieve a higher clock rate than the fundamental, a frequency selective 
device operating in optical domain, i.e. an etalon, can be inserted within the single 
feedback loop. However, this etalon must have a large free spectral range and a high 
, finesse, and is not easy to obtain. Therefore, a multi-loop configuration is introduced 
[5]. Here, the solutions that exist are only those that can simultaneously satisfy all 
individual feedback loops. This condition is given by Equation 3-3: 
F=fio(2mi+l) = f2o (2m2+l)=...= fno (2mn+l) Equation 3-3 
where F is the output clock rate, fio and 2mi+l {i = 1 to n and mi can be any integer > 
0} are the fundamental clock rate and the harmonic order of the i山 feedback loop, 
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respectively. This leads to the generation of clock signals at a rate much higher than 
the fundamental rates of individual loops. 
We report a dual-loop configuration as shown in Figure 3-12. Similar to the 
basic configuration shown in Figure 3-3, a cw source from a DFB laser at 1549nm is 
directed to an Alcatel 1901 ICM standard lOG SOA-MZI wavelength converter 
through a polarization controller (PCI) and an isolator. The input power at Ppump is 
kept to be 2 dBm. The current II, 12,13,14,15 and 16 of the wavelength converter are 
50, 100, 124, 50, 50, and 50 mA, respectively. The output from the MZI is now split 
into two paths: Loop-A and Loop-B. It is then combined, amplified and fed back to 
the Pin of MZI via an isolator. 
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Figure 3-13 Clock signals generated from the multi-loop configuration, (a) Loop-A only OLiipui, 
f^o 3.59 MHz; (b) Loop-B only output, fuo 4.50 MHz; (c) Dual-loop output, 212 MHz (corresponding 
to 59 fAo and 47 fuo) 
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3.4.1 Results examined in time domain 
The configuration consists of two feedback loop-lengths, i.e. different 
fundamental oscillating rates. The fundamental rate of Loop-A is 3.59 MHz (Figure 
3-13(a)); and that of Loop-B is 4.50 MHz (Figure 3-13(b)). When a dual-loop 
configuration is formed, the resultant oscillation rate is approximately 212 MHz. 
This rate corresponds to the 59th harmonic of Loop-A's fundamental rate and the 
47th harmonic of that of Loop-B (Figure 3-13(c)). The inset in Figure 3-13 expands 
the scale of Figure 3-13(c) for clearer observation. An optical delay line is used for a 
fine adjustment of Loop-B frequency spectrum such that a chosen harmonic from 
Loop-B will match with that of Loop-A. This results in a condition satisfying 
Equation 3-3. Only harmonics that meet the require conditions can exist. The 
amplifier is to provide an open loop gain of larger than unity for the system to 
oscillate. The open loop input power at Pi„ is set at 0 dBm. 
3.4.2 Results examined in frequency domain 
From the frequency domain information, it is easier to get the picture of what 
is in action inside the multi-loop configuration. Figure 3-14 shows another set of 
multi-loop result. Here, the fundament clock rate of two single loops, Loop-A and 
Loop-B, are at around 1.4 MHz and 4.5 MHz. Their temporal traces are shown in 
Figure 3-14 (a) and (c) and the corresponding RF spectra are shown in Figure 3-14 
(b) and (d). When the two loops are combined, a lOlMHz clock is obtained. The 
temporal trace and the RF spectrum of the 101 MHz clock is shown in Figure 3-14 
(e) and (f), respectively. Results shows that only matching harmonics will be selected 
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and oscillate; all other harmonics from both loops are suppressed. It is worth to note 
that very high order harmonics that are of very weak power in the single loop setting 
become relatively strong in the multi-loop setting. This implies that, when conditions 
set out by Equation 3-3 are satisfied, multi-loop configuration can generate high 
frequency clock by effectively shifting the energy form low frequency harmonics to 
those at high frequencies. 
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Figure 3-14 Clock signals generated from the multi-loop configuration: (a) I.bo at 4.5 MHz; (b) 
RF spectrum of Loop-B; (c) t,Ao at 1.4 MHz; (d) RF spectrum of Loop-A; (e) dual-loop ouipui ai 
101 MHz; ( 0 RF spectrum of the dual-loop output. (Insets show the RF spectra in the low frequency 
range. ) 
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3.4.3 More multi-loop results 
We also demonstrate the generation of 950 MHz optical clock signal by using 
a 1.3km of dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF) in Loop-A. The result is shown in Figure 
3-15(a). Figure 3-15(b) shows the effect of disconnecting the DSF momentarily from 
the multi-loop configuration. It is shown that the presence of DSF has effectively 
suppressed all undesired harmonics of the other single loop from oscillating 
iiiii 議 
(a) (Ins/div) (b ) (Ins/div) 
Figure 3-15 Clock signals generated from the multi-loop configuration containing a 1.3 km DSF. 
(a) Dual-loop output, 950MHz; (b) output when 1.3 km DSF is disconnecied 
3.5 Other Proposed Scheme 
Another method to realize self-starting periodic optical source using SOA-MZI is to 
utilize interactions between ASE noise and the integrated SOA's in ihe SOA-MZI 
ring configuration. Figure 3-16(a) shows the experimental setup. 
p ITL Pill p F™* '''in 
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Liri 腳 r � （ar:l PC2 Irigg^ (b f ] PC2 
Figure 3-16 Experimental setup for (a) SOA-MZI ring, (b) SOA-MZI ring with feedback 
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Experiment shows that a ring arrangement as shown Figure 3-1 (3(a) can 
generate periodic optical pulses when SOA's in the MZI are biased at proper current 
levels. Here, the current II，12, 13，14，15 and 16 of the wavelength converter are 46, 
60，110, 52, 37，and 53 mA, respectively. Figure 3-17(a) shows the pulse train 
produced. The repetition is measured to be 843Mz. By changing 13，other frequencies 
are possible as shown in Figure 3-17 (b) and (d). Pulses generation observed is due to 
chaotic interaction between the filtered ASE noise and the SOA's. The filtered ASE 
noise builds up a pulse train within the ring. Constructive interference occurs only ai 
pulses and destructive interference for the rest of the time. Pulses deplete carriers in 
SOAl, SOA3 and S0A4 and lead to changes in refractive index. Self phase 
modulation (SPM) occurs only at pulses; as a result, only pulses experience 
constructive interference. The ring configuration enhances this partial SPM effect. 
This is very seminar to what is described in [17], where only the front of a square-
wave pulse experiences gain and refractive index change, which results in pulse 
generation. 
Pulse repetition rates are shown to be a function of current bias at SOA3, i.e. 
how fast the carrier recovers. Further experiment shows that when a feedback is 
introduced to the ring as shown in Figure 3-16(b), periodic pulses with broadened 
pulse-width are obtained. Pulses at different I3，s are shown in Figure 3-18. Figure 
3-19 shows the effect of 13 on repetition rates and pulse widths. 
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Figure 3 -17 Periodic pulses from S O A - M Z I ring, (a) 13= 110 mA, 1= 8 4 3 M H z ; (b) 13 = 123 mA. 
f = 7 2 4 MHz; (c) RF spectrum of (b); (d) 13 = 140 mA, f = 9 6 0 MHz; (e) RF spectrum of ( d ) . 
Pulses in gigahertz range are easily generated. Further study of the initial 
state of this pulse generation is for future work. 
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Figure 3 - 1 8 Periodic signal generated from S O A - M Z I ring with feedback, (a) f = 2 . 7 G H z , (b) f 
= 1 . 9 G H z , (c) f = 1.6 GHz , (d) f = 1.32 GHz, (e) f = 0 .8 GHz, (f) f = 5 6 M H z (square wave) . 
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Figure 3-19 Variation in pulse width and pulse repetition rale under clilTereni 13. 
3.6 Summary 
We have successfully demonstrated the realization and principle of a self-oscillating 
AOPC with a cw laser source, a SOA-MZI, and delayed feedback loop(s). Only DC 
sources are needed during pulses generation. This clock has an extinction ratio over 
16dB. Timing jitter is less than 0.1 % of a period. Polarization state adjustment 
facilitates the oscillation at different multiples of the fundamental rate. Different 
fundamental clock rates can be obtained readily by using different feedback loop 
lengths. Clock rates higher than the fundamental rate can also be obtained using a 
multi-loop configuration. XPM has the potential in applications of high clock rate. 
There are no 0 /E and E/0 conversions; therefore, its operation is not limited by the 
speed of any 0 /E device (e.g. photo detectors). In addition, the SOA-MZI rings 
demonstrate pulses generation with repetition rate up to gigahertz with the ability of 
frequency tuning. A 2.7 GHz periodic optical signal is generated. Using all-optical 
approach has the potential of very high speed. This is a pretty new configuration. 
Further investigations on enhancing the output clock integrity, the clock frequency 
and its applications are possible future works. 
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4 ALL-OPTICAL CLOCK RECOVERY 
This chapter demonstrates all-optical clock recovery and clock synchronization 
utilizing injection locking of a novel self-starting all-optical photonic clock device 
(AOPC) that is presented in Chapter 3. The self-starting device generates photonic 
clock signals passively by utilizing cross phase modulation in a dc biased 
semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZl) 
with optical feedback loop(s) and a continuous-wave laser source. The scheme is 
tested using a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) data with a wide 
frequency range and distorted clock signals. 
4.1 Introduction 
All-optical signal processing offers the potential for operations at speed much faster 
than conventional electronics, and for lowering system cost by avoiding the use of 
expensive optoelectronic conversion devices [1]. In particular, it is desirable to 
perform clock recovery all optically due to its critical functions in operations, such as 
3R optical regeneration (Re-amplification, Re-shaping and Re-timing), optical time 
demultiplexing and synchronization between remote processing units [2113]. 
In an all-optical clock recovery circuitry, timing information is extracted from 
an external signal and an optical clock with frequency equal to thai of the input 
signal is generated. All-optical clock recovery based on injection locking a self-
pulsating optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) [3][4], injection locking a two section DFB 
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laser [1], and gain modulation of SOA in a mock-lock ring laser [5] have been 
demonstrated. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate a different clock recovery scheme based on 
injection locking of a novel self-starting all-optical photonic clock device (AOPC). 
The photonic clock consists of a continuous-wave (cw) laser as a power source, a 
semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach—Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI), 
and an optical-fiber delay line to form a closed-loop self-starting oscillating 
configuration. The external data signal is injected to the photonic clock circuitry 
through an optical coupler. The proposed technique has eliminated any intermediate 
optoelectronic conversions and has the potential of having input pattern independent 
performance. The wavelength of the resulted clock is defined externally and is 
independent to the injected signal. The generated clock, with the flexibility of 
operating at any predefined wavelength, can be used for 3R regeneration. 
4.2 Principle of All-Optical Clock Recovery 
Clock recovery in our novel scheme is based on optical injection locking of a local 
self-starting AOPC, as described in Chapter 3，with an external optical signal. The 
AOPC consists of a continuous wave (cw) laser as a power source, a semiconductor 
optical amplifier based Mach—Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI), and an optical 
fiber feedback loop. When the SOA-MZI is properly biased, the "low" and "high" 
power level of the feedback signal at one arm of the MZI introduces cross phase 
modulation (XPM) that turns "ON" and "OFF" the MZI's output through 
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constructive and destructive interference; and hence, a close-loop self-starting 
oscillating configuration is established. 
Without any external input signal, the output of the circuitry is in continuous 
oscillation at a fundamental clock rate whose period is determined by the time delay 
introduced by the feedback loop. When an optical data signal or a clock signal with a 
frequency being an odd harmonic of the AOPC's fundamental clock rate is injected 
into the recovery circuit, the output will be a clock oscillating with the frequency of 
the injected data. 
4.3 Experiments Setup 
The proposed self-starting AOPC is used for all-optical clock recovery. The set-up of 
the clock recovery circuitry is shown in Figure 4-1. The APOC is constructed by 
directing a cw source at 1549nm from a DFB laser to an Alcatel 1901 ICM standard 
lOG SOA-MZI wavelength converter through a polarization controller (PCI) and an 
isolator. 90% of the output is fed back to the upper arm of the device through a 
length of fiber, a polarization controller (PC2), an amplifier, an optical filter, a 
coupler and an isolator. The cw source can be of any desired wavelength, which 
provides high operation flexibility to the circuitry. The input power at Ppump is 
measured to be 2 dBm. The amplifier provides a larger than unity open loop gain for 
oscillation to take place. The isolator ensures unidirectional oscillation within the 
feedback loop. The SOA-MZI is properly biased such that self-oscillation will be 
sustained. The current II, 12,13,14，15 and 16 of the wavelength converter are 54, 56, 
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111, 51, 51, and 51 mA, respectively. The fundamental clock rate of the self-starting 
photonic clock is measured to be approximately 2.5MHz. 
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Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the novel all-oplical clock recovery 
circuitry. 
The external signal is introduced to the circuitry through a 50:50 coupler. The 
extracted clock signal is obtained through a 90:10 coupler at the MZI output. This 
extracted clock is then amplified and detected by two high-speed photo-detectors: 
one for observation on the oscilloscope and one for oscilloscope triggering. The 
monitoring oscilloscope can also be triggered by the triggering signal from the bit 
error rate test-set (BERT), which is the source of our test data signal. Here, all-
optical clock recovery of return-to-zero (RZ) optical data signals with data rates of 
15 Mb/s and 2.5 Gb/s are demonstrated. 
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The principle of our all-optical clock recovery scheme is tested with a 15 
Mb/s and 2.5 Gb/s data pattern. This data pattern is generated by externally 
modulating a cw source from a 1549 nm DFB laser through a lithium niobate 
(LiNb03) electro-optic modulator. The modulating signal is a return-to-zero (RZ) 
data signal generated from the synchronized pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) 
data output channel of the BERT pattern generator. 10% of the data power is tapped 
out for monitoring on the oscilloscope. The resulted RZ pattern is injected into the 
clock recovery circuitry via a polarization controller (PC3) through a 50:50 coupler. 
Pin measured at open loop is -1 dBm. 
4.4 Clock Recovery Demonstration 
The top trace in Fig. 4 is the input data pattern at 15Mb/s. It is the 10% tapped out 
signal before entering the clock recovery circuitry. The triggering source for this 
trace is directly from the triggering port of the BERT. The triggering signal is set at 
the pattern rate in order to display the data pattern. The middle trace in Fig. 4 is the 
generated clock from the scheme after the data injection and the bottom trace is the 
input RZ data when the generated clock is used as the triggering source. The fact that 
both the data and clock signals can be clearly displayed on the oscilloscope when 
using the recovered clock as the triggering source indicates that the recovered clock 
is synchronized with the data. Since the triggering rate is at the data clock rale, eye 
pattern of the input data is observed instead of the data pattern. 
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Figure 4-2 Top trace is 15 Mb/s input data signal when triggered by the BERT; middle trace is 
the generated clock at 15 M H z (self triggered); the bottom trace is the input data signal when iriggered 
by the generated clock. 
Clock recovery at commonly used 2.5 Gb/s optical data rate is also 
demonstrated. The 2.5 Gb/s test data pattern is generated by gain switching a 1549 
nm DFB laser using the clock signal from the BERT. The generated RZ pulse train is 
then modulated by the LiNbOs electro-optic modulator, driven with the synchronized 
PRBS output data from the BERT pattern generator. 
The top trace of Figure 4-3 is the output clock and the bottom trace is the 
input RZ data eye pattern. The triggering source uses in obtaining these traces is the 
power tapped out from the recovered clock. Similar to the case of 15 Mb/s data 
pattern, both 2.5 Gb/s data and the 2.5 GHz clock can be displayed on the 
oscilloscope, indicating the synchronization between the recovered clock and the 
input data. Similar results are observed for the use of 2^-1 and PRBS data 
pattern. Results show no noticeable output degradation related to signal pattern 
length up to PRBS. 
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Figure 4-3 Top trace is the generated clock; bottom trace is 2.5Gb/s 2•、丨-1 PRBS data, (note: 
triggering source is the generated clock) 
The recovered clock is at a frequency about 1000 times that of the photonic 
clock's self-starting fundamental rate, which is measured to be approximately 
2.5MHz. With the injection of the data signal, the photonic clock is quickly locked to 
the clock rate of the input data signal while suppressing all other unfavorable 
frequency components. Frequency components associated with the base rate of the 
data and its odd multiples survive within the system. This results in the generation of 
a square-shaped clock output. However, when the higher frequency components are 
weak, the generated clock tends to be triangular. This can explain the two different 
pulse shapes obtained in the cases for two different data rates. 
Improvement in operation at an even higher frequency can be achieved if the 
photonic clock can self-oscillate with a higher fundamental rate. This can be realized 
by techniques mentioned in Chapter 3 such as monolithic integration of the photonic 
clock or multiple feedback loops. The potential of this circuitry to handle data pattern 
with extended "0"'s without losing any synchronization can be realized by using a 
photonic clock with self-starting fundamental rate equal to the desired data rate. 
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4.5 External Clock Synchronization Demonstration 
Given that the external clock having a base rate equals to an odd harmonic of the 
fundamental frequency, the scheme can also be locked to a remote reference clock 
through optical injection. This feature is useful for high frequency reference 
regeneration and distribution. In our setup, the external optical clock signal is 
generated by modulating a cw source from a 1549 nm DFB laser through a LiNbO� 
modulator that is driven by the clock output from the BERT. 
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Figure 4 - 4 Top trace is the external clock; bottom trace is generated clock, (a) Before injection, 
(b) After injection. (Note: triggering source is the generated clock in both cases.) 
Figure 4-4(a) shows the external clock (top trace) and the self-generated 
clock (bottom trace) before injection. Both traces are triggered by the self-generated 
clock signal. The fact that the external clock cannot be displayed clearly indicates 
that the two signals are not synchronized. After injecting the external clock into the 
circuitry, both signals are synchronized and the results are shown in Figure 4-4(b). 
The synchronized local clock shows an improved rising/falling edges. We 
demonstrate that the scheme can synchronize an external clock with frequency 
ranging from a few MHz to 2.5 GHz, and the maximum frequency here is limited by 
the clock signal generated from the BERT. 
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Figure 4-5 Top trace is the distorted external clock input; bottom trace is ihe 
extracted/generated clock (note: triggering source is the generated clock) 
The scheme can also recover a distorted external optical clock signal. The 
distorted clock signal used here is generated by intentionally offsetting the biasing 
voltage at the LiNb03 modulator. The injection of a distorted clock into the circuit 
allows the base frequency of the clock to be extracted out. Once the photonic clock is 
locked to the external clock, all undesirable frequency components from the distorted 
signal are suppressed. The result is the generation of a synchronized clock and is 
shown in Figure 4-5. The top trace is the distorted input and the bottom is the 
extracted clock. 
This function is critical for high frequency RF systems that require many 
oscillators to lock with a single master such phase-array radar application. Another 
advantage of optical injection locking is that the locking oscillator is electrically 
isolated from the locked oscillator, eliminating the need for impedance matching 
between oscillators. 
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4.6 Summary 
We have demonstrated the application of a novel photonic clock in optical clock 
recovery and in synchronization with an external reference signal over a wide 
frequency range. Our approach is tested with PRBS data and distorted optical 
clock inputs. Clock synchronization and clock extraction up to 2.5G are 
demonstrated. Improved configurations are also under investigation to use photonic 
clocks with higher fundamental self-oscillating rates. 
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5 WAVELENGTH CONVERSION OPTIMIZATION 
USING A HOLDING BEAM 
Wavelength conversion in a semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder 
(SOA-MZI) structure is based on cross phase modulation (XPM) between modulated 
and continuous-wave (cw) probe signals. In this chapter, we demonstrate the 
reduction of pattern effects in wavelength conversion with the SOA-MZI by 
optimizing the wavelength used for holding beam assisted conversion. 
5.1 Introduction 
Wavelength converters based on cross-phase modulation (XPM) in a semiconductor 
optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) are attractive for 
all-optical networks [1]. The conversion adds flexibility of wavelength routing in 
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks, which is a key functionality for 
next generation optical networks. However, the performance of SOA-MZI is limited 
by the carrier density dynamics of the SOA's 12J[31. 
In this chapter, we show that limited carrier recovery time and phase 
wandering, related to carrier density, can lead to pattern effects even at lOG NRZ 
operation of the SOA-MZI. One effective way to compensate patterning effects is the 
use of a holding beam signal [2]. Choosing a suitable wavelength for the holding 
beam can optimize the compensation. 
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5.2 Principle of Wavelength Conversion Under Injection of a 
Holding Beam 
In a SOA-MZI wavelength converter, a cw laser probe beam is coupled to the MZI 
(Figure 5-1) and split equally to each arm of the interferometer. After amplification 
in the SOA, the laser beam recombines either constructively or destructively 
depending on the relative phase-difference between the split beams at the point of 
combination. This phase difference depends on the biasing current of SOA's as well 
as the optical power injected, by the control signal, to the upper branch of SOA. The 
injected control optical signal modulates the carrier density of the upper branch SOA 
by partially sweeping out the gain in the SOA, which is accompanied by the changes 
in refractive index of the SOA. Thus a phase difference between the two split beams 
results. 
" c o n t r o l " 激 _ ^ c o n t ^  
1/ r \ j \ 
"probe" ^ “out，， 
Figure 5-1 illustration of wavelength conversion utilizing cross phase modulation ( X P M ) in 
semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-Zehnder interferometer ( S O A - M Z I ) . 
The dynamics of phase changes within the upper SOA due to the injected 
control signal depends very much on the SOA earner density response. Ideally, the 
phase changes must recover within a bit period and must not wander in the absence 
of a control signal. However, if the carrier recovery time is longer than a bit period, 
these two requirements cannot be satisfied as shown in the bottom trace of Figure 
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5-2. Finite carrier recovery time limits the rise and fall time of the converted signal, 
i.e. limiting the operating speed, and can also lead to the wandering of phase in the 
absence of data pulse, as the phase fails to recover within a bit period 14]. Since the 
SOA-MZI operation is sensitive to phase variation, this put constrains on the data 
speed and data pattern it can handle. This results in the pattern elTect during high 
data rate wavelength conversion as shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2 Illustration of the pattern effect: Top trace is the control signal; Middle trace is tlie 
phase/carrier density dynamics for the ideal case; Bottom trace is the phase/carrier density dynamics 
when carrier recovery time is longer than a bit period, i.e. paliern elTecl (note: ihe phase siaris ai a 
arbitrary point). 
The problem of pattern effect can be reduced by the use of a holding beam at 
the SOA under action. In the presence of an optical intensity, the recovery of the 
carrier density in the active region of the SOA is governed by the stimulated carrier 
lifetime [5]. In the case of a holding beam, the SOA stimulated recombination rate is 
increased by this injected holding light, which results in reduced earner lifetime and 
improved gain recovery rate [2][5][6][7]. Also, the holding beam causes a decrease 
in the total amount of free carriers available to both the control and probe beams. 
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This means a decrease in gain for the probe beam and a decrease in the maximum 
allowable changes in carrier density/phase introduced by the control beam. These 
two facts can also improve the wavelength conversion using SOA-MZI. The SOA's 
are usually biased unequally with one SOA, at which the XPM takes place, being 
biased at higher current. Phase change of n is enough for XPM and limited changes 
in phase reduce the degree of phase wandering. 
The carrier density dynamics in the SOA under the application of the holding 
beam and the control beam is described by [4]. In [4], an analytical expression of the 
rate equation for the carrier density n is provided and is shown in Equation 5-1: 
dn I n rX.("_〜.）尸^ , , 
——二 — Equation 5-1 
dt qAl T^ Ah CO,, AtiO)^. 
where subscripts h and c refer to the holding beam and the control beam respectively, 
n is the carrier density, I is the biasing current, q is the electronic charge, A and I is 
the active area and length of the SOA, Xgis the carrier life time,厂 is the confinement 
factor, hco is the photon energy, ain-tiQ) is the material gain which is 
approximated by a linear dependence on carrier density, n^  is the carrier density at 
transparency, P is the power of the respective beams. The probe beam is absent from 
the equation to simplify the analysis. As n is the carrier density, i.e. the gain, 
experienced by the probe beam. Equation 5-1 is enough for understanding the action 
taking place if we assume the probe beam is weak and have little influence on the 
SOA. 
Equation 5-1 can be put into the form as shown below: 
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dn n-n'" ra,,in-n^JP,, Ta^Xn-n^.^P, 
= E q u a t i o n 3 - 2 
(It Afico,, Ah CO, 
where n"' is the equilibrium value of the carrier density at steady state when both Pi, 
and P, are absent and is given by n"' -hJciAl In the absence of Pi, and P,； the 
dynamic of the recovery of n is clearly an exponential function with a time constant 
Te. We can also rewrite the rate equation from Equation 5-2 to Equation 5-3 [4]. 
dn n-n"" ( / i - „ . ^ . 
E q u a t i o n 5 - 3 
dt t , Afico^ 
where z; is the effective carrier life time and n"^ is the effective equilibrium density: 
丄=丄 + and = + (户‘丨讽“彻"K" E q u a t i o n 5 - 4 
r, T, Afio), A%a),) 
For the same reasoning that has been gone through, in the presence of the holding 
beam but the absence of the control beam, the recovery of the carrier density n is also 
an exponential function with a new effective time constant r , . As the power of the 
holding beam increases, this effective time constant will decreases. Hence the carrier 
recovery time can be improved by the presence of the holding beam. It is also shown 
in [4] that the size of the carrier density changes induced by the control beam 
decreases as the recovery time is made shorter by the holding beam. Therefore, the 
change in refractive index by the control beam will be limited during the holding 
beam assisted wavelength conversion. 
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5.3 Wavelength Conversion Using a Holding Beam 
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Figure 5 -3 Experimental setup. DFB: distributed feedback laser; P M : optical power meter; 
B E R T : bit error rate test-set; PC: polarization controller; V O A : variable optical attenuator. 
Figure 5-3 shows the experimental set-up used. A 10 Gb/s NRZ control data signal 
sequence is generated by modulating a continuous wave (cw) source at 1549 nm 
from a distributed feedback (DFB) laser with a lithium niobate (LiNbO^) electro-
optic modulator. The modulator is driven by the synchronized pseudorandom binary 
sequence (PRBS) data output channel of a lOG bit error rate test-set (BERT) pattern 
generator. The generated control signal is launched into the upper branch of a lOG 
SOA-MZI wavelength converter (WC) via a 70:30 optical coupler. The control 
signal at the "control" port of the WC is set to have a mean power of 0 dBm. The 
holding beam (HB) is realized by a tunable laser and, combined with the data signal 
via the 70:30 coupler, is applied to the upper branch of the SOA. The power at the 
"control" port contributed solely by HB is around - 2 dBm. Another DFB laser is 
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used as a cw probe beam, and launched into the "probe" port of the WC with an 
optical power of 0 dBm. Through XPM introduced to the probe beam at the upper 
SOA branch by the injected data signal, wavelength converted signal results at the 
"output". The current II, 12,13,14,15 and 16 of the wavelength converter are 50, 120, 
260, 45, 50, and 50 mA respectively. 
Wavelength converted output from the WC is then filtered by a narrow band 
optical filter. The use of an optical filter in this counter-propagating configuration is 
to remove the modulated amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, which is the 
result from both XGM and XPM of SOA's ASE [1]. The presence of modulated ASE 
noise can degrade the converted output signal and affect the choice of biasing 
condition for the WC. Here, the WC is biased at its optimum condition with the 
optical filter present at the "output" [1]. The present of band limited filtering devices 
for optical demultiplexing is always true in real life situation for wavelength-division 
multiplexing (WDM) or dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) 
applications. The filtered converted signal is then detected by a high-speed photo-
detector. The output of the photo detector is fed back to the BERT for bit error rate 
measurements 
5.4 Effect of a Holding Beam on Wavelength Conversion 
Figure 5-4(a) shows the eye diagram for the control data signal generated from 
modulating a cw light with the LiNbO.! modulator. The generated data signal has an 
extinction ratio above 12dB. Before the application of a holding beam, the converted 
eye is shown in Figure 5-4(b). It is clearly shown the quality of the converted eye is 
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not as good as the input eye. The measured extinction ratio of the converted eye is 
about 9 dB. In fact, [5] has point out that the XPM method is expected to be difficuli 
in finding optimum operating point. In the case of low data rate, such as 2.5 Gb/s, the 
problem is not significant; however, as the data rate is getting close to the carrier 
recovery time of the SOA, the problem will lead to poor conversion performance. 
1 j I ； ； r “‘ ‘ — 
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(a) (20ps/div) (b) (20ps/div) 
Figure 5-4 (a) Eye diagram for the 10 Gb/s input data signal; (b) eye diagram for the converted 
signal output without holding beam assisted. 
The back-to-back (BTB) bit error rate curves for both A and PRBS 
data signal at 1548 nm are measured and shown in Figure 5-5. An optical sensitivity 
(10-9 BER) of about -21 dBm is measured as the baseline. 
The probe beam at 1550 nm is used for the wavelength conversion exercise 
for both 2^-1 and PRBS data signals. Results in Figure 5-5 show clearly the 
pattern effect during the wavelength conversion. The power penalty attributed to the 
wavelength conversion for a 2^-1 data is 2 dB at a BER of lO.。； however, we do not 
reach the BER of 10'^  operation with the long pattern Problems created by 
pattern effect have limited a quality conversion to only short patterns. 
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Figure 5-5 Bit error rate curves for lOGb/s N R Z wavelength conversion. (PRBS 7: 2^-1 PRBS 
data; PRBS 31: PRBS data; HB: holding beam) 
Results presented here are for inverting conversion. For non-inverting 
conversion, the power penalty for 2 : 1 PRBS data signals is 1.5 dB. However, error-
free conversion is not reached for PRBS data signals. There is a competition 
between cross phase modulation (XPM) and cross gain modulation (XGM) for non-
inverting conversion. At some operating condition, effects of XPM and XGM will 
cancel out each other. Problem created by pattern effect can be more severe for the 
non-inverting case. 
Pattern effect can be suppressed by the introduction of a cw holding beam 
(HB). This HB effectively reduces the carrier recovery time of the SOA and limits 
refractive index changes from being out of range. Here, we introduce two different 
holding beams: 1547 nm and 1559 nm, for comparison. In both cases, the input 
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powers at "control" port of the WC, contributed solely by the HB, are maintained at 
-2.2 dBm. 
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Figure 5 - 6 (a) converted data without H B assisted; (b) convened daia with H B assisied; (c) 
converted eye without H B assisted; (d) converted eye with H B assisted. 
For both cases, the performance of the WC has shown a significant 
improvement (see Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6), and the BER of ICT') operation is re-
established. The power penalty (comparing to BTB) of using 1547 nm HB is 3 dB, 
and that of using 1559 nm is less than 2 dB. The one dB difference in sensitivity 
penalty indicates that a proper choice in HB wavelength is important in holding beam 
assisted wavelength conversion. Figure 5-6 also shows improvements in rise/fall time 
after HB assisted. 
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5.5 Optimizing the Effect of Holding Beam Assisted 
Wavelength Conversion 
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Figure 5-7 Eye opening ratio (EOR) as a function of HB wavelength and the optical power 
spectrum at the "output" before H B assisted, (a) = 1553nm, Xcontroi = 1549nnn; (b) ？ ,^robc= 
1553nm, X^ o咖i = 1558nm. 
We scan the HB across a wavelength range at a constant power level and observe its 
effect on the converted output for different ？iprobe and 人⑶丨細！ combinations. We use 
eye-opening ratio (EOR) as a figure of merit to study the integrity of the convened 
output. EOR is defined as the power ratio between the minimum level of mark and 
the maximum level of space [5]. Results are shown in Figure 5-7. Different HB 
wavelengths result in different EOR and optimization is obtained at a particular 
wavelength, which is consistent with our BER curve results. For different ？ip,obe and 
^control combinations, the optimized HB wavelength is found to be of different 
wavelengths. These wavelengths are located at the peak of the ASE noise spectrum. 
The peak is defined by the Xprobe and Xcomroi used in the WC. At this wavelength, 
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holding beam assisted wavelength conversion is most effective as it is more readily 
to gain saturate the SOA [7]. 
5.6 Summary 
SOA-MZI exhibits a strong pattern effect during wavelength conversion. Problems 
created by pattern effect have limited a quality conversion to short pattern only. The 
pattern effect can be reduced by utilizing a holding beam that has the effect of 
speeding up the earner recovery of SOA. Using a wavelength that corresponds to the 
peak of the ASE noise spectrum can optimize the holding beam assisted wavelength 
conversion. The peak position is defined by the Xpmbc and (omrai used in the WC. 
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6 ALL-OPTICAL MULTICASTING OF DIGITAL 
SIGNAL WITH FORMAT CONVERSION 
In this chapter, another functionality of semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) is present. It is being used as a multicasting 
device. We report on multicasting of digital signal based on 1 to /V wavelengths 
conversion with non-return-to-zero (NRZ) to return-to-zero (RZ) format conversion 
using a switching-wavelength pulse source and a SOA-MZI wavelength converter. 
Bit wise information of NRZ optical signal is transferred to N wavelength channels 
simultaneously. The resulted multi-wavelength output is then wavelength 
demultiplexed into different channels. The bit error rate of each wavelength channels 
is being measured. 
6.1 Introduction 
Broadcasting of data in optical communication network is useful for applications 
such as video-conferencing, digital TV multicasting, distribution of news and slocks 
updates [1],[2],[3]. Here, the same data has to be sent to several clients over the 
optical network. A multicaster/broadcaster is needed at a network node to act as a 
broadcast origin or to further broadcast an incoming signal. Broadcasting can be 
achieved by using multiple transmitters driven by data in electrical domain; however, 
this requires the use of costly high-speed electronics [1]. Using a 1 to /V optical 
power splitter can also be used for broadcasting; however, it suffers great power 
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attenuation [4],[5J. Alternatively, all-optical WDM techniques such as cross-phase 
modulation (XPM) in semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) [1], XPM in dispersion 
shifted fiber (DSF) [4], and cross-absorption modulation (XAM) in an electro-
absorption modulator (EAM) [2] are possible approaches. In the future network, one 
promising networking technique is to assign each node with a particular wavelength. 
This network requires the capability to make multiple copies of data onto different 
wavelengths [4]. 
r u { r — — ^ 皇 赫 似 
• Multicasting device ^ , . , 
N R Z data input ^ multi-wavelength 
pulse source 
- m u l t i c a s t output 
N channels at data rate 
of {FIN) bit-per-second 
for n users 
Figure 6 -1 Schematic illustration of optical signal multicasting with formal conversion 
This chapter demonstrates multicasting of digital signal onto N different 
wavelength channels with NRZ to RZ format conversion using a switching-
wavelength pulse source and a SOA-MZI. The schematic illustration of the proposed 
scheme is shown in Figure 6-1. Multiple copies of NRZ optical signal are made on N 
wavelengths. The resulted multi-wavelength output is then wavelength 
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demultiplexed into N channels. These channels can be distributed to different 
destinations/clients that have been assigned to a specific wavelength. 
The wavelength multicasting functionality of our proposed scheme is realized 
by simultaneously copying the incoming optical NRZ signals onto N optical RZ 
pulse streams, of different wavelengths, through a SOA-MZI wavelength convener. 
This approach prevents the peak optical power of the broadcasting data from being 
greatly reduced, due to power splitter [6]. Also, only a single laser source is required 
for this approach, which minimize the number of laser diode used and potentially 
reduce the footprint of the source used. 
6.2 Principle of Switching-Wavelength Pulses Generation 
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multi- wavelength pulse source • 
Figure 6 -2 Schematic for the switching-wavelength pulse generation based on sequential self-
seeding of a F P - L D and dispersion-managed fiber loop. FP-LD: Fabry-Perot laser diode; PM: Optical 
power meter; SOA: Semiconductor optical amplifier; S M F : Single mode fiber; E A M : electro-
absorption modulator; DCF: Dispersion compensating fiber; D iv N: Electrical frequency divider. 
To date, multi-wavelength pulses generation has been realized by modulating 
individual laser diode in a laser array, by spectral slicing of femtosecond second 
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pulses, or mode-locking of fiber ring lasers [7][8]. Here, the multi-wavelength pulse 
source used is a switching-wavelength pulse source. The switching-wavelength 
pulses are time, wavelength interleaved pulses. They are generated from a single 
Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD) utilizing sequential self-seeding of a FP-LD and 
sub-harmonic pulse gating in a dispersion-managed fiber loop. The configuration is 
similar to the one suggested by Lee in [9] with some changes in the fiber loop. 
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Figure 6 -3 Initial state of the switching-wavelength pulse source generation [101. (a) Pulses 
generated from gain switching a Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD) are wiili ditTereni wavelengih 
components; (b)-(e) wavelengths components of pulses PI to P4 are lemporally separated due lo 
normal dispersion (入4 > 入1’ and X4 propagate faster then 入 I in normal dispersion medium) and arrives 
at the electro-absorption modulator ( E A M ) al differeni times; (f) Gated pulse derived IVoiii ihe E A M ' s 
gating window; (g) wavelengih separated pulses results after anomalous dispersion; and are 
sequentially feedback to the FP-LD. 
Figure 6-2 shows the switching-wavelength pulse generation scheme. A high-
speed FP-LD is gain switched by a RF signal at F GHz. The output from the FP-LD 
is coupled into the dispersion-managed fiber loop. The fiber loop consists of a 
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dispersion compensating fiber (DCF), a single mode fiber (SMF), an EAM and a 
SOA. The two fibers provide equal but opposite dispersion. 
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Figure 6 -4 Steady state of the switching-wavelength pulse source generation 1101. (a) 
Switching-wavelength pulses from the Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD) ; each pulse has a specific 
wavelength; (b)-(e) P4 (入4) moves the fastest in normal dispersion; P4 catches up and arrives ai ihe 
electro-absorption modulator ( E A M ) at same time as the three preceding pulses; ( 0 the E A M ' s allows 
the combined pulse to pass through; (g) wavelength separated pulses results after anomalous 
dispersion; and are feedback into the F P - L D sequentially. 
Due to a strong wavelength dependence of group velocity in the DCF, 
wavelength components of the input pulses are temporally separated. With a proper 
choice of net dispersion in the DCF, driving frequency, and mode spacing of the FP-
LD, wavelength components from neighborhood pulses will overlap at the EAM. 
The overlapped wavelength components satisfying the time-gating condition will 
pass through the modulator. The gating window is controlled by the modulator that is 
driven at F/N GHz and by an electrical delay. These gated pulses, with different 
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wavelength components, then propagate through the SMF and are again separated 
temporally. The anomalous dispersion introduced by the SMF is roughly the 
complement of the normal dispersion provided by the DCF. 
Before feeding back into the FP-LD, the SOA is used to compensate any 
power loss from the EAM and fibers and provide enough input power for self-
seeding of the FP-LD. Consequently, the time-gated wavelength components will 
sequentially feed back to the FP-LD through self-seeding. Hence, an F GHz, N 
wavelengths switching-wavelength pulse stream is obtained from this altered 
configuration. 
Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 show the initial state and the steady state of the 
switching-wavelength pulses generation respectively. 
6.3 Principle of Multicasting Using SOA-MZI 
The principle of multicasting using SOA-MZI and a multi-wavelength pulse source 
is shown in Figure 6-5. The produced multi-wavelength pulse stream, as described in 
Section 6.2, is directed to the "probe" port of the SOA-MZI and is split equally into 
each arm of the interferometer. After amplification in the SOA's, two pulses 
recombine either constructively or destructively depending on the relative phase-
difference between pulses at the point of combination. The phase difference depends 
on the biasing current of SOA's as well as the optical power level at the SOA of at 
the "control" arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). 
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Figure 6-5 Schematic illustration of multicasting using semiconductor optical amplifier based 
Mach Zehnder interferometer ( S O A - M Z I ) . NRZ: non-reiurn-to-zero 
The injected optical signal modulates the earner density of the SOA by 
partially sweeping out its gain, which is accompanied by the changes in refractive 
index of the SOA. This XPM induces phase shift on the pulse stream at one arm of 
the interferometer. Thus a phase difference between pulses on the upper and lower 
arms results. Depending on the resultant phase differences introduced by the NRZ 
control signal, the output can be "on" or " o f f . Hence, the data information earned 
by the FIN Gb/s NRZ optical signal is copied to F GHz, N channels switching-
wavelength pulse stream. The spacing and the number of output wavelength can be 
tuned by changing the operating frequency and the sub-harmonic ratio. This F GHz, 
N wavelengths pulse stream is then wavelength demultiplexed into N channels of 
FIN Gb/s RZ signal. 
6.4 Experiment on Multicasting 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6-6. A high-speed FP-LD is gain 
switched by a RF signal at 10 GHz. The FP-LD has a center wavelength of 1566 nm 
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and a mode spacing of 1.05 nm. When operating at continuous-wave mode, the 
output power of the FP-LD is measured to be 1 mW at a DC bias current of 26 mA. 
Under gain-switching condition, the average output power of the FP-LD is 2.5 mW 
when driven by a 20 dBm 10 GHz RF signal and a DC biased current of 37 mA. The 
self-seeding injection power threshold for the FP-LD is about 2-5% of the FP-LD 
output power. 
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Figure 6-6 Experimental setup for all-optical multicasting with format conversion. FP-LD: 
Fabry-Perot laser diode; PM: optical power meter; SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier; PC: 
polarization controller; SMF: slander single mode fiber; E A M : electro-absorption modulaior; DCF: 
dispersion compensating fiber; Div N: electrical frequency divider; LPF: RF low-puss filler; DL; 
electrical tunable delay'line; DFB: distributed feedback laser; BERT: bit error rate test set for data 
generation; TF: tunable filter. 
99% of the FP-LD output power is coupled into the dispersion-managed fiber 
loop via a circular and 1% is coupled out for monitoring. The DCF within the fiber 
has a normal dispersion of about -94 ps/nm. The EAM is DC biased at -3V and 
driven by a 21 dBm RF signal. The use of EAM, instead of an EOM as suggested in 
[9], eliminates the use electrical pulse generator or comb generator since a narrow 
transmission window results when EAM is driven by a sinusoidal signal. The SOA. 
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which is biased at 70mA, is used, instead of an EDFA as in [9], to provide better gain 
performance in the 1565nm wavelength region. 
RF driving signals are derived from a RF synthesizer running at lOGHz with 
20dBm output power. This RF output is divided into two signal paths: 90% is 
coupled into the FP-LD for gain-switching and 10% is coupled to a frequency 
divider, at which the lOGHz is divided by four to get 2.5GHz. The RF divider output 
is a square-wave. After passing through a low pass filter (LPF) and a band-limited 
amplifier, higher order harmonics of the square-wave are suppressed and a sine wave 
at 2.5GHz is resulted. The 2.5GHz signal is coupled to drive the EAM to provide 
sub-harmonic gating to the fiber loop. An electrical delay is adjusted to set the 
position of the gating window. 
The produced switching-wavelength pulse stream from the fiber loop is 
tapped out via a 20:80 optical coupler. It is then directed to the "probe" port of a 
SOA-MZI via two polarization controllers, a SOA and an isolator. The isolator 
prevents any light from getting into the dispersion-managed fiber loop from the MZI. 
The polarization controller before the SOA set the state of polarization for optimum 
gain efficiency. The SOA provide enough input power for the ‘‘probe” port. The 
other polarization controller is adjusted for optimum MZI performance. 
A 2.5 Gb/s NRZ data signal is prepared by modulating a continuous wave 
(cw) source at 155Inm from a distributed feedback (DFB) laser with a lithium 
niobate electro-optic modulator. The modulator is driven by the synchronized 
pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) data output from a bit error rate test-set 
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(BERT) pattern generator. The NRZ signal is launched into the "control" port the 
SOA-MZI. 
An Alcatel 1901 ICM wavelength converter is used as the SOA-MZI. 
Depending on biasing currems，the wavelength converter can be either at in-phase 
mode or out-of-phase mode. The average power for the RZ probe pulses entering the 
MZI is 0.4 dBm and that of the NRZ control data signal is -2dBm. The current II, 12, 
13’ 14’ 15 and 16 of the wavelength converter are 50, 100, 265, 57, 50, and 40 mA, 
respectively. 
Instead of using a wavelength demultiplexer, a Fabry-Perot tunable filter 
with 3dB bandwidth of 0.7nm is used to select individual wavelength channel for the 
BER test. 
6.5 Performance of the Multicasting Scheme 
A 10 GHz, 4 wavelength-channels switching wavelength pulse source is obtained 
with wavelength components varying form 1563.45 nm to 1566.50 nm from the 
dispersion-managed fiber loop. Figure 6-7 shows the optical spectrum of the 
switching-wavelength pulses. The mode separation of the channels is about 1.05 nm. 
The spectral power variation is less than 0.4 dB among the four lasing mode and the 
suppression ratio of the undesired non-lasing mode is more than 18dB. The 
corresponding temporal trace of the pulse source is shown in Figure 6-8(a). The peak 
power variation is measured to be less than 0.4 dB. The 3 dB pulse width is less than 
30 ps. Figure 6-8(a) is captured at the point after the SOA and before the "probe" 
port of the MZI. 
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Figure 6-7 Optical power spectrum of the 10 GHz , 4 wavelengih-channels swiiching 
wavelength pulse source, (chl : 1563.45 nm; ch2: 1564.50 nm; ch3: 1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566.60) 
Before the introduction of any control signal, the switching-wavelength 
pulses at the "out" port of the MZI are shown in Figure 6-8(b). The broadening of 
pulse width, as compare to Figure 6-8(a), is observed. It is broadened to about 35 ps. 
This is caused by the limited fall time of transmitted pulses as a result of the finite 
carrier recovery time of the SOA. The peak-to-peak power variation of these 
transmitted pulses is about 0.5 dB. It is observed that by adjusting the polarization 
controller (PC) at the "probe" port of the MZI can affect the peak-to-peak power 
variation. At some PC positions, peaks corresponding to a particular wavelength are 
much stronger than the others. Since the MZI is polarization sensitive to the "probe" 
light, power variation may result when there is a variation in state of polarization for 
each wavelength when entering the MZI. The peak-to-peak power variation may be 
minimized by employing polarization-maintaining fibers. 
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Figure 6-8 Temporal traces, (a) A 10 GHz, 4 wavelengih-channels swiiching wavelength pulses 
before entering the M Z I ; pulse width is less than 30 ps; (b) same pulses ai ihe MZI Duipiii be I ore 
introduction of control signals; pulse widlh is broadened lo about 35 ps. 
The 2.5 Gb/s NRZ eye diagram of the control data signal that is directed to 
the "control" port of the MZI in order to induce XPM to the probe pulse stream is 
shown in Figure 6-9(a). The extinction ratio of this control signal is about 11 dB. The 
relative timing between the control NRZ signal and the probe pulses is aligned such 
that the crossing point the NRZ is lining between probe pulses as shown in Figure 
6-9(a). This timing alignment can be done by employing optical delay line or 
electrical delay line. In this experiment, an electrical delay is used on the NRZ RF 
driving signal. 
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Figure 6 -9 Temporal traces, (a) Eye diagram of the pseudo-random N R Z optical daia signal ai 
2.5Gb/s (b) illustration of timing alignment between N R Z control data and swiiching-wavelenglh R Z 
probe pulses ("T" position of the N R Z data crossing point) (c) eye diagram of llie multicast/convened 
switching-wavelength pulses (chl : 1563.45 nm; ch2: 1564.50 nm; ch3: 1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566.60). 
Through XPM at the SOA and interference at the MZI output, the 2.5 Gb/s 
NRZ control signal is simultaneously transferred to the four switching-wavelength 
pulses as shown in Figure 6-9(c). As a result, all four wavelength-channels will carry 
the same data information at 2.5Gb/s. Each individual channel is then filtered out for 
BER test. Pulses of different channels are shown in Figure 6-10 (a)-(d). The 
corresponding optical power spectrums are also shown in Figure 6-10 (e)-(h). The 
extinction ratios for all four channels have improve to better than 16 dB. Hence, 2R 
(re-amplified and re-shape) regeneration is performed at the same time. 
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Figure 6 -10 4 switching-wavelength output after a tunable filter, (a) - (d) Eye diagrams for chl 
to ch4; (e) - ( g ) optical power spectrums for the corresponding channels. ("T": position of ihe N R Z 
control data crossing point) (chl : 1563.45 nm; ch2: 1564.50 nm; ch3: 1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566 nm). 
BER measurements are performed on every channel. The BER versus optical 
input power to the receiver for each channel and for the back-to-back case of the 
NRZ data are plotted in Figure 6-11. The inset shows the eye diagram of output at 
1565.55nm (ch3). An optical sensitivity ( l O ] � B E R ) of about -21.5 dBm for the 
back-to-back (B2B) case is measured as the baseline. From the BER curves, negative 
power penalties for all four multicast channels are obtained. A negative power 
penalty of more than 2 dB is possible for one channel. Negative power penalty is the 
result of the NRZ to RZ format conversion, which has improved the extinction ratio 
from 12 dB to 16 dB. The BER performance of channel 2 and 3 are worse than 
channel 1 and 4. Channel 2 and 3 are at the edge of the NRZ crossing point, see 
Figure 6-9(c). They experience noise due to transitions at rising/falling edges of the 
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NRZ data during multicasting. Thus, higher optical power at the receiver is need for 
channel 2 and 3 to reach a BER of 10''° when comparing with channel I and 4. 
Nevertheless, negative power penalties are obtained for channel 2 and 3. 
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Figure 6-11 Bit-error-rate (BER) curves; B2B: back-to-back; chl : 1563.45 nm; ch2: 1564.50 
nm； ch3: 1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566 nm. The inset shows the eye diagram of output at ch3 (1565.55 nm). 
6.6 Summary 
Multicasting of NRZ pseudorandom optical signal using SOA-MZI and switching-
wavelength pulse source is successfully demonstrated. The 2.5 Gb/s NRZ data is 
multicast to four 2.5Gb/s RZ channels with different wavelengths. Hence, the 
scheme has performed optical data format, wavelength conversion simultaneously. 
Negative penalties are obtained for all four multicast channels. The best performance 
achieved is a 2 dB input power sensitivity enhancement at a BER of 10"'". 
Consequently, 2R regeneration is also realized. 
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7 OPTICAL DEMULTIPLEXING FOR TIME DIVISION 
MULTIPLEXED DATA SOURCE WITH 
WAVELENGTH CONVERSION 
In chapter 6, the scheme of using semiconductor optical amplifier base Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) with a switching-wavelength pulse source as a 
NRZ data multicasting device is demonstrated. In this chapter, a similar 
configuration is shown to perform optical time division demultiplexing (OTDD). 
This configuration has two major applications: time division demultiplexing (TDD) 
of optical time division multiplexed (OTDM) signal or electrical time division 
multiplexed (ETDM) optical signal, and down converting high data rate signal to 
lower data rate channels for low speed electrical processing. We report on time 
demultiplexing a 10 Gb/s data stream into four 2.5 Gb/s wavelength division 
multiplexed channels using a switching-wavelength pulse source and a SOA-MZI 
wavelength converter. The resulted multi-wavelength output is then wavelength 
demultiplexed into different channels. The bit error rate of each wavelength channel 
is being measured. 
7.1 Introduction 
Demand on the bandwidth requirement of Internet is increasing tremendously due to 
the rapid growth in broadband multimedia services [1]. In order to fulfill this ever-
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increasing demand of bandwidth, the virtually unlimited capacity potential, in terms 
of terahertz playing ground, of a single mode fiber (SMF) must be exploited. 
In future high speed optical networks, transmission capacities are expanded 
by increasing both the number of wavelength channels and the bit rate per 
wavelength channel [2]. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) system is 
employed to increase the wavelength channel number by transmitting differem 
channels via different wavelengths on the same fiber simultaneously. Time division 
multiplexing (TDM) system is employed to increase the per channel bit rate by 
allocating each information channels to a specific time-slot in a continuous bit-
stream. Intense efforts in the demonstration and deployment of this high capacity 
WDM/TDM networks are in progress [3][4][5]. 
A transmission system employing OTDM is an attractive solution to the 
future high bit rate TDM optical communication system [6] [7]. Optical networks 
with OTDM line rates of 40 Gb/s and above are being tested [8]; however, electronic 
circuits are creating a bottleneck on the operation. Since electronic circuits cannot 
operate reliably at frequency above ~20GHz and are very expensive to get, a 
significant problem is being faced by the growth of high bit rate transmissions. 
Researches on all-optical signal processing are targeting on overcoming this 
problem. All-optical signal processing provides a potentially high speed and 
relatively inexpensive method for the OTDM optical networks. Typical applications 
of high-speed all-optical processing devices are data conversion, multiplexing and 
demultiplexing, header processing, clock recovery, wavelength conversion, and 
clock synchronization. [1]. 
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Optical time division demultiplexing technique is used to demultiplex OTDM 
or ETDM optical data stream into different data channels with lower data rate. The 
down converted channels are either for further processing and/or for transmission to 
other stage in the network. OTDD can also be employed as a serial-to-parallel 
converter [9]. The conversion allows the use of relatively inexpensive electrical 
circuits to handle high bit rate signals [10]. 
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Figure 7-丨 Schematic illustration of optical signal time division demultiplexing 
This chapter demonstrates optical time division demultiplexing of a 10 Gb/s 
RZ data signal onto four wavelength channels carrying 2.5 Gb/s RZ data information 
using the switching-wavelength pulse source and a SOA-MZI scheme described in 
Chapter 6. The idea the OTDD is illustrated in Figure 7-1. TDM signals are copied to 
different wavelengths according to their assigned time slots in the data stream. The 
multiple-wavelength output is then wavelength demultiplexed into different 
channels. This scheme can also be considered as an OTDM to WDM conversion. 
These channels can be signal processed electrically or transmitted to the other stage 
in the network. 
The OTDD functionality of our proposed scheme is realized by copying the 
incoming optical RZ signals onto a switching-wavelength sequential RZ pulse stream 
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through a SOA-MZI wavelength converter. Similar approached have been reported 
[9][10]. The proposed scheme here allows the use of only one laser source, which 
minimize the number of laser diodes used, and potentially reduce the footprint of the 
source used. 
7.2 Principle of Optical Time Division Demultiplexing Using 
SOA-MZI 
The principle of OTDD using SOA-MZI is shown in Figure 7-2. A multi-wavelength 
pulse stream is directed to the "probe" port of the SOA-MZI and is split equally into 
each arm of the interferometer. Split pulses recombine either constructively or 
destructively depending on the phase change, as a result of cross phase modulation 
(XPM) introduced by the TDM RZ control signals at the SOA, at the "control" arm 
of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). The multi-wavelength pulse stream is 
generated from the method described in Section 6.2. 
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Figure 7 -2 Schematic illustration of optical time division demultiplexing using semiconductor 
optical amplifier based Mach Zehnder interferometer ( S O A - M Z I ) . T D M : time division muliiplexed: 
RZ: return-to-zero 
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The injected TDM RZ optical signal modulates the earner density of the SOA 
by partially sweeping out its gain. Hence the refractive index of the SOA also 
changes at the same time. This XPM induces phase shift on the multi-wavelength 
probe pulses at one arm of the interferometer. Thus a phase difference between 
pulses on the upper and lower arms results. The output can be turned "on" or “off’ 
depending on the resultant phase differences. As a result, the data information carried 
by TDM RZ optical signal is copied to 10 GHz, four channels multi-wavelength 
pulses. The resulted 10 Gb/s WDM RZ signals are then wavelength demultiplexed 
into four separated 2.5 Gb/s channels. Thus wavelength conversion is also achieved 
at the same time. 
7.3 Demonstration of Optical Time Division Demultiplexing 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7-3. The setup is very similar to 
the one described in Figure 6-6 with the only difference in the use of RZ signals 
instead of NRZ signal as the control data stream. 
A switching-wavelength pulse source is also derived from a dispersion-
managed fiber loop. A high-speed FP-LD is gain switched by a RF signal at 10 GHz. 
The FP-LD has a center wavelength of 1566 nm and a mode spacing of 1.05 nm. li 
is biased at a DC level of 37 mA and is driven by a 20 dBm 10 GHz RF signal. 
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Figure 7 - 3 Experimental setup for all-optical time division demultiplexing. F P - L D : Fabry-Peroi 
laser diode; P M : optical power meter; S O A : semiconductor optical amplif ier; PC: polurizaiion 
controller; S M F : stander single mode fiber; E A M : electro-absorption modulator; D C F : dispersion 
compensating fiber; D i v N: electrical frequency divider; LPF: R F low-pass filler; D L : elecirical 
tunable delay line; D F B : distributed feedback laser; B E R T : bit error rale lesl sei for data geiieraiii)iv, 
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99% of the FP-LD output power is coupled into the dispersion-managed fiber 
loop via a circular and 1% is coupled out for monitoring. The DCF wiihin the fiber 
has a normal dispersion of about -95 ps/nm. The EAM is DC biased at -3V and 
driven by a 21 dBm RF signal. The SOA is biased at 75mA. 
RF driving signal, derived from a RF synthesizer running at lOGHz with 
20dBm output power, is divided into two paths. 90% is coupled into the FP-LD for 
gain switching and 10% is coupled to a frequency divider, at which the lOGHz is 
divided by four to get 2.5GHz. The 2.5GHz signal is used drive the EAM in order to 
provide sub-harmonic gating to the fiber loop. An electrical delay is adjusted to set 
the position of the gating window. 
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The produced switching-wavelength pulse stream from the fiber loop is 
tapped out via a 20:80 optical coupler. It is then directed to the "probe" port of a 
SOA-MZI via two polarization controllers, a SOA and an isolator. 
The 10 Gb/s RZ data signal is prepared by first gain-switching a 1549 nm 
distributed feedback (DFB) laser with a 10 GHz clock signal derived from a bit error 
rate test-set (BERT). The DFB is biased at 65.5 mA. The resulted gain-switched 
pulses are then modulated with a lithium niobate electro-optic modulator. The 
modulator is driven by the synchronized pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) 
data output from a bit error rate test-set (BERT) pattern generator. The PRBS is time 
division multiplexed from four 2.5 Gb/s 2^-1 PRBS channels. The resulted 10 Gb/s 
ETDM RZ signal is launched into the "control" port the SOA-MZI. 
An Alcatel 1901 ICM wavelength converter is used as the SOA-MZI. The 
average optical power for the RZ probes entering the MZI is 0.4 dBm and that of the 
ETDM RZ control data signals is -2dBm. The current II, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of the 
wavelength converter are 50, 100, 265, 57，50，and 40 mA, respectively. A Fabry-
Perot tunable filter with 3dB bandwidth of 0.7nm is used to select individual 
wavelength channel for the BER test. 
7.4 Results and Discussions 
The switching wavelength pulse source generates a 10 GHz, 4 wavelength-channels 
switching-wavelength pulse source is obtained with wavelength components varying 
form 1563.45 nm to 1566.50 nm and mode spacing between channels of about 1.05 
nm. It is, in fact, a similar pulse source obtained from Section 6.4. Optical spectrum 
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of the source can be referred to Figure 6-7 for reference. The temporal trace of the 
pulse source is shown in Figure 7-4(a). Here, the peak power variation is controlled 
to be less than 0.1 dB. The 3 dB pulse width is less than 30 ps. The trace is obtained 
at the "probe" port of the MZI. 
Before the introduction of any control signal, the switching-wavelength 
pulses at the "out" port of the MZI are shown in Figure 7-4(b). The peak-to-peak 
power variation of these transmitted pulses is about 0.8 dB. Adjusting the 
polarization controller at the "probe" port minimizes this power variation. 
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Figure 7 -4 Temporal traces, (a) A 10 GHz , 4 wavelength-channels switching wavelength pulses 
before entering the M Z I ; (b) same pulses as (a) at the M Z I ouipui before inirocluciion of conirol 
signals; (c) Eye diagram of the T D M pseudo-random R Z optical daia signal ai 10 Gh/s; (d) eye 
diagram of the converted switching-wavelength pulses, (chl : 1563.45 nm; ch2: 1564.50 nm; ch3: 
1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566.60) 
The eye diagram of the 10 Gb/s TDM pseudo-random RZ optical da la is 
shown in Figure 7-4(c). It is directed to the "control" port of the MZI in order to 
induce XPM to the probe pulse stream. The extinction ratio of this control signal is 
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about 9.5 dB. The relative timing between the TDM RZ signal and the RZ probe 
signal is aligned such as they can fully over-lap each other in side the SOA. 
Through XPM at the SOA and interference at the MZI output, the 10 Gb/s 
TDM RZ control signal is copied to the four switching-wavelength pulses. The eye 
diagram of the converted signal is shown in Figure 7-4(d). As a result, OTDD is 
performed and the resultant four wavelength-channels are carrying the time 
demultiplexed data information at 2.5Gb/s. Each individual channel is then filtered 
out for BER test. The pulses for different channels are shown in Figure 7-5(a)-(d). 
The extinction ratios for all four channels have improve to better than 12 dB. 
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Figure 7-5 4 O T D D output after a tunable filter, (a) - (d) Eye diagrams for chl to ch4; (ch 1: 
1563.45 nm; ch2: 1564.50 nm; ch3: 1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566 nm). 
BER measurements are performed on every channel. The BER versus optical 
input power to the receiver for each channel and for the back-to-back case are plotted 
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in Figure 7-6. An optical sensitivity BER) of about -20.9 dBm for the back-to-
back (B2B) case is measured as the baseline. From the BER curves, negative power 
penalties for all four multicast channels are achieved. Negative power penalties of 
least 0.3 dB are obtained, with more than 1.8 dB for one of the channels. Hence, 2R 
(re-amplified and re-shape) regeneration is also performed at the same time as 
OTDD. Negative power penalty is the result of improvements in extinction ratios 
from 9 dB of the TDM RZ signal to 12.5 dB OTDD RZ signal. The BER 
performance of channel 3 is worst. It is reflected on its extinction ratio of only 12.5 
dB, when comparing to extinction ratio of over 13 dB for all other three channels. 
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Figure 7 -6 Bit-error-rate (BER) curves; B2B: back-lo-back; ch 1: 1563.45 iim; ch2: 1564.50 
nm; ch3: 1565.55 nm; ch4: 1566 nm. The inset shows the eye diagram of output ai ch3 (1565.55 iim). 
7.5 Summary 
OTDD of 10 Gb/s TDM RZ pseudorandom optical signal into four 2.5 Gb/s RZ data 
channels using SOA-MZI and switching-wavelength pulse source is successfully 
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demonstrated. The resulted four 2.5Gb/s RZ data channels are of four different 
wavelengths. The scheme has also performed wavelength conversion at ihe same 
time. Negative penalties are obtained for all four multicast channels. The best 
performance achieved is a near 2 dB input power sensitivity enhancement at a BER 
of 10-10. The scheme is suitable for down converting high bit rate data to multiple 
channels of lower bit rate data in order to be processed by lower speed electrical 
circuits. 
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this thesis, we have present that the application of SOA-MZI is not limited to only 
wavelength conversion. SOA-MZI is versatile and flexible. We have demonstrated 
different schemes using semiconductor optical amplifier based Mach Zehnder 
interferometer (SOA-MZI) to realize different all-optical signal processing functions. 
We have shown the potential of SOA-MZI being the key component in all-optical 
signal processing for future communication systems. It can be used for great deal of 
other different applications. 
8.1 Conclusions 
In Chapter 3’ we have demonstrated a self-oscillating photonic clock using a 
continuous wave (cw) laser source, a SOA-MZI, and delayed feedback loop(s). The 
scheme requires only DC sources operation, i.e. without any other active elements. 
Fundamental clock rate of a single loop configuration is readily tunable by changing 
the length of feedback loop. Multi-loop configuration is also presented to obtain 
clock generated at 900 MHz range. Using all optical approach has the potential for 
very high-speed application. Also, the SOA-MZI ring demonstrates pulses generation 
with repetition rate up to gigahertz with frequency tunable feature. A 2.7 GHz 
periodic optical signal is generated. 
In Chapter 4’ we have demonstrated one important application of the self-
starting photonic clock. All-optical clock recovery at 2.5Gb/s pseudorandom input 
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data is demonstrated using external data injection to a self-starting photonic clock. 
Also, external clock synchronization is achieved. 
SOA-MZI exhibiting a strong pattern effect during wavelength conversion 
even at 10 Gb/s operation is shown in Chapter 5. Problems created by pattern effect 
have limited a quality conversion to short pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) 
pattern only. An external holding beam is shown to reduce the pattern effect by 
speeding up the carrier recovery time of a SOA. Also, choosing a wavelength that 
corresponds to the peak of the ASE noise spectrum when both ？vp,obc and }ieo"m�i are 
present in the WC can optimize the holding beam assisted conversion. 
Chapter 6 has demonstrated the multicasting of NRZ pseudorandom digital 
optical signal using SOA-MZI and switching-wavelength pulse source. The 2.5 Gb/s 
NRZ data is multicast to four different wavelength channels with 2.5Gb/s RZ data. 
Hence, optical data format conversion is performed at the same time. Negative 
penalties are obtained for all four multicast channels. The best performance achieved 
is a 2 dB input power sensitivity enhancement at a BER of 10 -� 
In chapter 7, optical time division demultiplexing of 10 Gb/s TDM RZ 
pseudorandom digital optical signal into four 2.5 Gb/s RZ data channels using SOA-
MZI and switching-wavelength pulse source is successfully demonstrated. The 
resulted four 2.5Gb/s RZ data channels are of four different wavelengths. Negative 
power penalties are obtained for all four multicast channels; and the best 
performance achieved is a near 2 dB negative penalty. The scheme is also suitable 
for down converting high bit rate data to multiple channels of lower bit rate data in 
order to take advantage of lower speed electrical circuits. 
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8.2 Future Works 
Here are some suggested future works for the research work that has been done: 
The self-starting photonic clock presented in Chapter 3 is a pretty new 
configuration. Further investigations on enhancing the output clock integrity and the 
clock frequency, and investigating on more applications are all possible future works. 
The setup should be fixed for stability and repeatability of experiments. One may 
also want to design and build the device monolithically to reach a fundamental rate at 
gigahertz range. For the clock recovery application, a multi-loop configuration with 
fundamental rate oscillating at the data rate may be used to prove the ability of the 
scheme to handle long zero's from the input signal. The work can also be extended lo 
perform complete all-optical 3R regeneration. 
The self-starting SOA-MZI ring presented in the last section of Chapter 3 
needs further study in order to understand the underlining pulse generation principles 
for its initial and steady state operation. 
For further understanding of the physical picture of the wavelength optimized 
holding beam assisted wavelength conversion, a more rigorous analytical 
understanding through rate equation of the carrier density for the holding beam 
model is desired. Wavelength dependent factors such as: gain, lost, confinement and 
more being included in the rate equation model can be of future works. 
For the multicasting and optical time-division multiplexing experiment, we 
can increase the number of channel used and compare the performance. It is desirable 
to know the maximum number of channel and the wavelength range that can be used 
in this SOA-MZI configuration. Timing alignment sensitivity can be investigated to 
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see the jittering tolerance of the schemes. More works can be done to evaluate the 
transmission performance of both multicasting and OTDD scheme. It is also 
worthwhile to study their performance with dispersed input signal. 
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